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Whether he's test driving sports cars, or roaring through a
European Road Rally, this engineer stays in tune and in
touch with his HP Palmtop.
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Great gin or inexpensive buy lor Iriend, co-worker, lamily member!

1000CI

A"Pure" DOS Machine in
vour Pockel!
>. ..for as little as 8159! ~
The lOOOCX is like a 200LX without the built-in
applications. All our lOOOCXs come with a supplemental disk with some of the best palmtop DOS freeware and shareware in Zipped format. Included are a
PIM, a word processor and spell checker, HTML
viewer, DOS menu program, games and more.

7 Reasons to purchase a 1DOOeX
(We bet you can come up with more!)

I . You or your company have a vertical DOS
application or data that must be available wherever you are.
2. You want a stand-alone portable email
machine - maybe you don't like swapping PC
cards.
3. As a dedicated Flexpad user (DOS software that
replaces built-in applications), you prefer a
straight DOS machine (Flex pad is included on
the free lOOOCX supplemental disk).
4. You can order a lOOOCX in a memory-size configuration (1 MB-64 MB) that will fit your
needs.
5. You've always wanted to take apart a palmtop
to see how it works.
6. You like new toys.
7. You want a dedicated Super Software
Carousel machine (see p. 19) that you can run
from a PC card or internally from a 8, 32, 64
MB palmtop.

Used means like Newl
We buy a lot of palmtops. We resell the best. We maintain very
high standards for palmtops we resell. Those that don't make the
grade are used for parts. HP engineering combined with Thaddeus
Computing's quality control processes ensures that your Used
palmtop will meet or exceed your expectations!

Warrantied. Guaranteed. Proven. Affordable.
DESCRIPTION
200LX

64 MB DoubleSpeed
32 MB DoubleSpeed
8 MB DoubleSpeed
5 MB DoubleSpeed
2 MB DoubleSpeed
2MB
I MB DoubleSpeed
1 MB

a{
95LX

5 12K

1000CX

64 MB DoubleSpeed
32 MB DoubleSpeed
8 MB DoubleSpeed
5 MB DoubleSpeed
2 MB DoubleSpeed
2MB
I MB DoubleSpeed
1MB

NEW lDw Price!

PRICE

ITEM#

'999.95
785.95
545.00
459.00
379.00
339.00
319.00
279.00

#20U6
#20LN
#2008
#20U5
#22DS
#2002
#2 1DS
#200 1

11 9.00

#0955

899.00
659.00
409.00
339.00
224.00
199.00
184.00
159.00

64CD
32CD
8CXD
5CXD
2CXD
21CX
ICXD
IOCX

PalmloP Warranties, Shipping & Handling see page 9.

Mail/Fax Enclosed Order Form on Page 8 or: Call 800-373-8114/515-472-8330 Fax: 515-472-1879
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Topcards are one of the great features of the HP Palmtop computers. The one
above has appeared on my Palmtop for the past seven years. The "DC" icon on
the left side of the topcard is the first and last letters in the acronym for Des Moines
Area Community College (DMACC) my teaching platform for the past 27 years.
The topcard at the end of this message is new. The HP Palmtop Paper icon represents my moving from an old platform to a new one. Yet the more that things
change, the more they stay the same: it's still me in the middle.
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from 12 years ago when I taught symbolic logic. It was and still is a novel use
of Lotus 1-2-3.
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In his User to User column Hal Goldstein tells about his travels south and
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email program he might have found a new way to keep in touch.
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As I move from a highly structured platform to one that is less structured
I see the need to better manage my time. Joy Soto Kocar's article is full of tips
for doing this with the TIMETRACKERjLX and TIMELOGR programs on the
HPPalmtop.
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Letters
D&A Software Clarifies

In the July/August 1998
issue of The HP Palmtop
Paper Conrad Cox wrote an
excellent article reviewing our
product WWW /LX Plus. I
wish to add a few points of
clarification to several aspects
of the article.
1. WWW /LX Plus Version 2
which was announced in
April 1998 is a package of
four programs; WWW.EXE,
HV.EXE, POST.EXE, and
NEWS2.EXE; all of which
have been updated since the
prior version of the package
(released in June 1997).
2. There seems to be some
confusion about the naming
of the product and the programs in the product. Let me
clarify: WWW /LX is the basic
name of the package of programs. The first such package
was released in October 1996
and it was called WWW /LX.
It included WWW.EXE and
HV.EXE, and together this
constituted a Web browser.
Later, in June 1997, we
released the second package
called WWW /LX Plus. This
included WWW.EXE and
HV.EXE, as well as the email
client and newsgroups client.
In April 1998, we released
WWW /LX Plus Version 2.
3. WWW.EXE is a TCP/ IP
engine, a program that manages all the communication
with the ISP and the internet.
Hv.EXE is a WWW document
interpreter. POST.EXE is the
program that manages the
email as well as the graphical user interface for email
(and newsgroups). NEWS2.

EXE is the program that
sends and obtains newsgroup articles from the selected newsgroups. These articles are displayed as messages by POST.EXE. Both
POST.EXE and NEWS2.EXE
depend on WWW.EXE for all
their communication needs,
as does HV.EXE.
4. HV.EXE has always supported HTML 3. In some cases
HV supports certain HTML
constructs in a manner unlike
what we may be used to from
Netscape or MSIE.
5. Regarding Frames and
Tables: These are two different
constructs in HTML. HV supports both.
Frames Support: Frames are
essentially multiple Web documents placed on the screen
at one time. Due to the screen
size limitations of the palmtop, we chose to create a
screen which links to each of
the Web documents that
would typically appear on the
screen. So you can still see all
the components that make up
a screen using Frames.
Table Support: This construct displays data such as
columns of numbers. HV can
handle tables just fine.
However, many Webmasters
use Tables to organize information on the screen such as
text, images, etc. This presents
a tough problem for HV. The
screen limitations prevented
us from being able to do the
same "magic" as can be done
on larger screens and so the
choice was to either format a
limited width cell, or simply
string all the cells in one long
vertical list. You can toggle
these modes in HV by pressing Menu I Options I Tables.
6. The LXPIC topic in
Conrad's article was written
based on the initial release level
of WWW/LX Plus Version 2.
In quick succession during
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April-May 1998, we released
several updates to the package.1n one of these version we
were granted permission by
Stefan Peichl, the author of
LXPIC, to use the programmed
calls to LXPIC directly from
within HV.EXE. This allowed
us to "paint" JPEG images surrounded by text on thE:j screen,
just like we did GIFs before.
This was a wonderful advance
for our product, and we are
very thankful to Stefan Peichl
for this. In fact, GIFs are now
also painted by LXPIC, and the
speed of this program is amazing. This is the reason LXPIC is
now packaged in the WWW /LX Plus Version 2 package.
7. HV really does not support FTP, the internet File
Transfer Protocol. It DOES
support file transfer from the
server to the palmtop (i.e.
downloading only). FTP, as
we employ in FTP /LX . ; a
freeware on our Webpage,
www.dasoft.com; transfers
files from the server to the
palmtop (command GET), as
well as from the palmtop to a
server (command PUT). The
support for downloading is
identical to the support other
Web browsers provide.
8. Conrad was completely
correct about the similarity in
the graphical user interface
between Post/LX and acCIS,
a CompuServe access program, by Thomas Rundel.
Indeed, Thomas wrote acCIS
4.0 and the READER.EXE
programs at about the same
time. POST.EXE replaced
READER.EXE in WWW /LX
Plus Version 2, but some of
the flavor was retained,
because it is excellent!
AviMeshar
President and CEO
D&A Software, Inc.

Battery Comparisons

I have been trying out the
new Duracell batteries designed for high drain devices.
I also did two sets of Lithium
batteries and one set of standard alkalines. I used each set
until the palmtop's low battery warning went off.
Some impressions. The standard alkalines lasted about 18
hours. Both sets of new
Duracells lasted about 28
hours. The Lithiums lasted
about 38 hours. I was not able
to run either of my PCMCIA
modems with the regular alkalines. The palmtop showed a
low-battery warning right
when I plugged in the modem.
The new Duracells were able
to provide the high current
required for online runs fairly
well. The new Duracells did
better than the regular alkalines, but still had some voltage drops. I was able to run
the modem closer to the "end
of life" of the Lithiums than
with the new Duracells.
Overall, I found the new
Duracells nearly as good as
Lithiums for powering my
palmtop with intermittent
PCMCIA modem use. The
regular alkalines lasted about
half as long as the Lithiums,
but didn't have to run the
modem (since they couldn't
anyway). The new Duracells
lasted about 75 % as long as
the Lithiums and were able
to run the modem.
Steve Carder 73561,1006

Another Way to Back
Up Your Palmtop

A solution to backing up
your C: \drive is to keep an
exact replica of it in its current state on a flashcard or
your desktop computer.

SYNCDR16 • facilitates this
procedure by allowing you to
synchronize a directory or
directory tree with another
one. If you like (?Delete "If
you like?) add (?To insure that
this happens?) you can set it
up to run automatically each
day, every 3 days, once a
week, etc. from the Appointment program. It works the
same as conventional backup / archive programs by
copying and adding new or
changed files and/ or directories from source to destination. But SYNCDR16 is different than the other programs because it can delete
files and directories in the destination that have been deleted in the source, thus maintaining an identical copy of
your current system.
The same thing could be
accomplished by deleting your
previous backup and then creating a fresh one of the entire
drive. However, with a large
drive this could take a long
time. Also for a person with
an 8MB or 32MB C: \ drive
SYNCDR16 can provide a significant advantage over the
traditional backup programs.
Usually after the initial full
backup, if a file changes or a
new one is created then other
programs make an incremental backup of the drive. This
adds the new or changed files
to a new backup file and takes
up even more space on the
destination drive. SYNCDR16
eliminates this problem by
updating and deleting files in
the destination drive, so that
you never use more space on
the drive than the size of your
source drive.
SYNCDR16 does not compress its backup which allows
easy access to the files, if necessary. Of course, you could
use a disk compression program like Stacker on the destination drive to make the
maximum use of the space.
Another advantage of not
compressing the backup is the
speed of operation. Com pres-

sing an 8MB or especially a
32MB drive could take a long
time and could waste precious
battery life. SYNCDR16 has
other features like creating a
log of all the changes it makes.
And perhaps the biggest
advantage to SYNCDR16 is
that it is completely free,
thanks to its author Kyle York.

-Allen Solof
allensolof®boone .net
More Email Software

Just received my copy of The
HP Palmtop Paper and was
happy to see that the email
theme worked out so nicely
for you. I think that if you
want to extend the discussion
you could tell people about
Pegasus Mail. This is a free
program with DOS and
Window versions. I started
using this combo and love it.
I like to be able to keep my
HP and desktop programs
synchronized and with
Pegasus I can maintain and
update the same folders,
drafts, address books, etc. on
both machines, and transfer
back and forth between them
easily. Pegasus has more features than the other HP programs. Caveats are that the
DOS program is large, about
350k, and the folders, etc. take
up even more space. It is
worth it for me. The other
thing is that it is harder to set
up because it requires a packet driver installed. Also you
would have to use Pegasus as
your Windows email client.
To get a copy of Pegasus for
DOS and Windows, use your
Web browser to do a Yahoo
search for "Pegasus" or try
www.pegasus.com.

-Allen Solof
allensolof®boone.net

LXPLORE Author
Writes

Allow me some comments
to Gottfried Burckhardt's
great article in the latest PTP.
LXPLORE, which was written by me, is NOT shareware,
but freeware. It can be used
absolutely free and I can guarantee no support for it.
LXFF ("LX Fast Find"),
which was also mentioned in
this article, can find entries in
very huge, sorted, commadelimited files. It works very
fast, even if the file size is
many MB. I wrote it for my
own use to find addresses and
phone numbers in an excerpt
of "D-Info", a CD containing
all German phone numbers. If
anybody is interested in LXFF,
please let me know.

Steffen Demuth
demuth@compuserve.com
Anyone For Minix?

Richard L Dubs, PhD., has
been hard at work trying to get
the HP Palmtop to run the Unix
operating system. Richard started by trying to get Minix to work
on the HP 200LX. He writes:
"MINIX is a small UNIX
operating system that has
been written for educational
and research purposes. It can
run on an 8086 processor.
However, it requires 100%
hardware compatibility with
the IBM XT to run properly.
My goal was to see how far I
could get with booting MINIX
on the HP200LX Palmtop with
little or no changes to the
MINIX source code. The
biggest problem has been getting the PCMCIA card to be
recognized as a disk drive
under MINIX. All of the built
in drivers were burned into
ROM and they don't fully conform to the current standards.
I have developed PCMCIA
and BIOS INT13 Hard Disk
Services for the HP200LX that
allow someone to boot MINIX

from a PCMCIA ATA flash
disk. MINIX is not stable yet
on the 200LX, allowing you
(at most) to login and type
one command before it crashes. Nevertheless, I believe that
by solving the PCMCIA problem, I have solved one of the
hard parts of getting MINIX
to run on the HP200LX, and
I'm hoping that the Internet
community will now help finish the job. The PCMCIA and
BIOS services I have developed should be just as useful
to boot and run LINUX -86
(ELKS) on the 200LX. I have
reached the point of diminishing returns with my
MINIX project and am forced
to move on to other tasks. I
do not plan on doing further
development right now and
that is why I am ready to turn
the project over to the Internet
community."

Ed replies: My hat's off to
Richard Dubs. What he has done
is truly amazing. The downside of
the accomplishment is that there
is not much you can do with
MINIX except get it running and
play with it. There are very few, if
any, applications that run under
MINIX. So, in a sense, Rich may
have found a solution in search of
a problem. On the other hand, if
you know of an inveterate Linux
"hacker" who would take a look at
the code and forge ahead with the
Linux-86 project, we might have
a Unix box in our pockets within
the next year. Now that would be
"something to write home (or The
HP Palmtop Paper) about."
Richard has made all his code
available for downloading from
his web page at www.erols.
com/rid. When you visit the web
page, you'll be able to see photographs of the HP Palmtop starting to run MINIX, proving that
it can almost be done. You'll also
be able to read all about what Rich
has accomplished so far.
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This section lists new products of
interest to llsers of the HP palmtop
pes.

HP Palmtop Paper Staff

SOFTWARE
BATLOG22.ZIP •
Version 2.2 by Seiji Ieiri. This
is the update to the battery
logging program. Battlog is
an EXM program that lets you
keep an accurate track on
your palmtop's batteries. A
small TSR is included which
loads from AUTOEXEC.BAT
and writes battery voltage to
a file at specified intervals.
The EXM formats this data
file and presents it as a graph.
Type Shareware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also at www.palm
top.net/supernew.html

BESTCLK.ZIP •
Although not new, this file
contains a full screen analog
clock sporting Roman numerals a sweep second hand and
the time in Tokyo, New York,
London and Los Angeles in
the corners of the screen.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also on CompuServe's HPHAND Library 11.

CONVRTLX.ZIP •
ConvertLX gives you the ability to translate between hundreds of different measurements: Area, Linear, Liquid,
Speed, Temperature, Time,
Volume, Weight.
Within each category are
various types of measurements. These include all the
standard ones (metric, US,
etc.), plus a lot of older and
more obscure ones, e.g. ,
cubits.

Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also at www.palm
top.net/supernew.html

CHARGING. ZIP •
The archive contains several programs that let you trickle charge, fast charge, set / disable charging, show various battery info, initialize the
Palmtop to NiCd, 5 mins
timeout, disable serial ports
and contrast.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISKand also at www.palmtop.net/supernew.html

DOSEDIT9.ZIP •
If you enjoyed using the
DOS editor that came with
MS-DOS 5.0 but didn't like
wasting valuable disk space
because it required QBasic to
run then this version of the
editor may be just what
you're looking for. It's called
EDIT version 9 and comes
directly from Microsoft.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISKand also at www.
thaddeus.com

cation that converts a HP
200LX's Memo file to a HTML
file that can be directly published on the web. The formatting facilities available in
memo editor can be used and
they get translated to their
HTML equivalent. Additionally, HTML tags can be embedded in the DOC file and they
are also embedded into the
HTMLfile.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISKand also at www.palmtop.net/supernew.html

DOXllO.ZIP •
Dox solves these problems.
Dox can convert to/from
rtf / text/html. i.e. It is BIDIRECTIONAL. It is easy to use
- in most cases you only
have to specify two things on
the command line. The input
file and output file. Converts
font size.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also at www.palm
top.net/supernew.htm

FILMSIOO.ZIP •

The user is surely familiar
with the message "Incorrect
DOS version" displayed on
the screen. DOSVER is a handy way to overcome this problem. It is similar to the utility,
SETVER. but adds several new
features.

Robert L. Mitchell offers the
FILMS.GDB file in this
archive. It contains a simple
HP Palmtop database of the
top 100 movies of all time as
ranked by the American Films
Institute. The records in the
database contain fields for the
title, year, ranking, and an
empty note field.

Type Shareware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also at www.
thaddeus. com.

Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also on
CompuServe's HPHAND Library 11.

DOSVER21.ZIP •

DOCHTML.ZIP •
HP 200LX Memo to HTML
Converter DOCHTML ver. 1.1
is a command line DOS appli-
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ICNVU.ZIP .
ICNVU is an icon utility
program for the HP200LX.

The original program was
written by Gilles Kohl to show
the usefulness of the PAL
library for writing programs
with the look and feel of the
built-in software of the HP200LX. This source code has been
modified to display 44 icons
per page instead of 24.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also at www.palm
top.net/supernew.html

MAKEHTM.ZIP •
Version 1.00. This program
is a simple command line program that converts ASCII files
to HTML format suitable for
WWW browsers (such as HV.
Mosaic, Netscape, and Cello).
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISKand also at www.
thaddeus.com

MPGTIO.ZIP •
HP Mileage 4.5 is a small
utility that enables you to
keep track of the mileage performance of your car.
It offers a graphical display
of recent mileage and the ability to load the data into Lotus
1-2-3.
Type Freeware
Available on this issue's HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK and also at www.palm
top.net/supernew.htm

OW TO USE YOUR PALMTOP

USER PROFILE

Where In the World Is
My lIP Palmtop?
Chris Lott gives his recipe for connecting a Global Positioning System
Receiver to an HP Palmtop. You'll never have to ask for directions again!
by Chris Lott

T

he Global Positioning System
(GPS) that has become so popular nowadays grew out of a
long history of radio-navigational aids
over the past half-century. Early spacebased navigation satellites in the
1960' s led the way to the current GPS
array of satellites that fly overhead.
Originally intended for military and
government use, GPS attracted national attention during the Persian Gulf
War. These days the low price of GPS
receivers has made many wide and
varied applications of this technology
available to the general public.
My first exposure to GPS technology came when I took on the job of
researching advanced navigation
techniques for a rocket booster. The
project forced me to learn all about
GPS, and I wound up connecting a ,
Garmin III GPS receiver to my HP200LX palmtop computer. As a result
I'll never have to stop and ask for
directions again.

equipment, especially my palmtop,
and (c) it has an integrated moving
map display that allows for standalone use. My Garmin GPS III cost
about $360 street price about six
months ago. However, there are
numerous suitable receivers on the
market today of varying capabilities.
Some exceptionally inexpensive units
don't have a display. This, of course,
would require the use of a computer
such as a palmtop.

The Garmin GPS Receiver

recipe for doing this. You may modify the recipe to suit your own tastesand budget.
Ingredients Needed
1. GPS Receiver

The GPS receiver I chose is the
GPS III receiver from Garmin. It has
three features of interest to me: (a)
it's smaller and lighter than the HP
Palmtops (b) it uses a serial interface
permitting it to be hooked to other

2. An HP 200LX

My unit has been upgraded to
double speed with 32Mbytes of RAM.
I've also invested in a 160MB flash
disk drive. When I started using the
GPS receiver I had a 5MB double
speed Palmtop with a 30MB PC Card.
That worked fine. However, trying
to create a GPS / LX system with a
2MB, standard speed Palmtop and
no flash card would be impractical if
not impossible. The extra speed is
desirable, the extra storage space of a

A Little of This and a Little of That
Even with a knowledge of GPS,
it's no small task to hook a little GPS
receiver to a tiny computer. I felt like
a chef creating a new entree: 50%
inspiration and 50% experimentation.
It's definitely not something you can
buy pre-mixed or half-baked. Putting
together a GPS/LX system has to be
done mostly from scratch. Here's my

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Chris Lott spends his days designing electronics for
Phase IV Systems, Inc., a small business in Huntsville,
Alabama. He is currently working on a novel, low-cost
avionics system for a NASA research program. Chris has
a wife and three children, and when they aren't keeping
him busy, he enjoys woodworking and ham radio. He can
be reached at rclott@ro.com
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HOW TO USE: Where In The World Is My HP Palmtop?

flash card is mandatory and the more
space on the flash card the better
3. Tracking software for the Palmtop
You can use either the LXGPS program written specifically for the palmtop by Greg Renda 1 or GPSCGA by
COMACS2. Both of these programs
do similar things: track your whereabouts and display your position on
a moving map. Each program has
slightly different features. You should
check them out yourself before deciding which one to use. Both programs
are shareware so you can download
them from the Internet for evaluation. GPSCGA requires registration
to get the map conversion program
needed to convert your map files to a
format suitable for the palmtop, but
it comes with a USA map and a simple grid map for evaluation.
4. A Desktop PC running Windows
95 or Windows NT and suitable
mapping software
Unfortunately, there isn't a single
inexpensive supply of maps. The least
expensive approach is to purchase a
digital Atlas program, and convert
regions of interest into the right format. I chose the Street Atlas by
DeLorme. It seems to be one of the
most popular programs and has support from various third-party programs as well. The program requires
a desktop computer running Windows 95 or NT. I haven't heard of an
Atlas program that runs under DOS
so I've resigned myself to using my
desktop for this portion of the process.
If anyone knows of any alternative
methods, I would appreciate hearing
from you. Feel free to experiment if
you already have an Atlas or want to
buy a different one. The principles
are pretty much the same.
5. Cable
This is by far the most difficult
part to get due to the proprietary serial plugs on both the HP 200LX and
the on the Garmin GPS receiver.
Fortunately there is a fellow who
makes Garmin connectors in his
kitchen3 • You simply order the connector you want bye-mail. When the

connector arrives a few days later,
you send a check for what you think
it's worth. As for the HP end of the
cable I'd recommend a connector
from Shier Systems for $19. You'll
need to trim the cable to the desired
length and terminate the free end
with the GPS receiver connector.
Before you go to the trouble of soldering wires together you can terminate the GPS cable with a DB-9 or
DB-25 connector and hook it to an
HP serial cable.

Preparing the Ingredients
With the GPS receiver connected
to your palmtop start the DATACOMM application on the Palmtop
and set it for 4800 baud N81. Turn on
the GPS receiver and make sure that
it's in the NMEA interface mode. If
everything is working correctly you
should see data records resembling
the following: If not, then check your
baud rate settings on both the palmtop and the receiver.
$GPRMC,135642,A,3442.346,N,086
36.515,W,001.5, 186.9, 210198,001.
9,W*72
$GPRMC,135646,A,3442.344,N,086
36.515,W,001.7,186.6, 210198,001.
9,W*79
$GPRMC,135650,A,3442.340,N,086
36.516,W,001.9,186.3, 210198,001.
9,W*72
When you have a valid data
stream flowing from the receiver to
the Palmtop the question arises what
can you do with it?
If you're a programmer, you could
design a program to decode the
incoming records. This would let you
have a real-time display indicating
your exact position. This has enormous impact on data acquisition and
would be useful for "precision farming". However, to take full advantage of this capability, you'll need the
NMEA interface definition. You can
get a good overview of the NMEA
protocol, at Paul Tarr's website 4.
Rolling Your Own Maps
Once you've installed an Atlas
program on your desktop and learned
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how to use it, you're ready to start
making maps. The basic file format
common to both LXGPS and GPSCGA is the .PCX graphics file. There
are several techniques to use. The one
I chose was to copy a map region to
the clipboard in Windows NT and
then save it as a .JPG file. Then I could
use the LXPIC program to convert
the image to the .PCX format. There
are surely other approaches as well.

Using Paper
One can also use printed maps.
Just scan the map into a computer
and use the image processing software provided with the scanner to
save it as a .PCX file. This technique
would be suitable for topological
maps (which I haven't found in electronic format) and perhaps National
and State Park trail maps.
Calibrating The Map
Once you have a .PCX file you
must calibrate it for use by either of
the two tracking programs mentioned
above. This process involves identifying two or three points on the map,
and giving their precise location (latitude / longitude). Once calibrated,
the programs know where you are
(when presented with GPS receiver
data) with respect to the map image.
Moving Map Display
Using the calibrated map(s), the
GPS program you selected, and your
GPS receiver, you can watch your
progress on the palmtop screen as
you travel around the region defined
on the map.
Where Are The Satellites?
Finally, you might want to dabble with satellite orbital prediction.
Knowledge of the satellites' position
at a given time can show you when
you have good or marginal GPS coverage. This is especially true if you
have a partially obstructed view of
the sky. I found two programs which
can track satellites on the palmtop.
Both programs are written by David
Ransom. The most suitable for run-

5" STSORBIT and STSPLUS are both available from http://users. sedona.net / -dran
som/ stsplus.html
STSORBIT Version 9201 (STS9201. ZIP) is
suitable for use with all IBM-compatible computers including 8086 and is compatible with
CGA, EGA, and VGA display adapters. Lacks
many of the features in STSPLUS and was last
updated in January, 1992.
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Screen 1: Demo of STSORBIT on HP Palmtop

LXGPS can be downloaded from this web

ning on the HP-200LX is STSORBITs.
This program reads in standard
NASA 2-line orbital Keplerian elements, and computes the satellite
track, displayed atop of a world map,
much like the one you see in Mission
Control in Houston. This is an older
program, but is still entirely functional (Screen 1).
Another option, which runs
"much" more slowly on the 200LX, is
the latest version of his program,
STSPLUS6. The advantage of the new
program is that multiple satellites can
be displayed simultaneously - for
example, the entire CPS constellation.
It looks really neat, but be prepared
for some long waits. I recommend
that you learn to operate STSPLUS
on your desktop before you migrate
it over to the palmtop.
So What Now?

First of all, the particular CPS
receiver that I purchased (the CPS III
by Carmin) is useful by itself without
any computer. I took my receiver on
my recent family vacation where we
used it to help us find our way several
times when we were lost.
As for the uses to a palmtopper, let
me suggest a few things:
1. small, low power position/ time
data logging capability
2. moving map display of arbitrary scale and detail
3. upload / download of waypoint
and route data from/to the CPS
receiver's internal memory.
Admittedly many of these functions could be performed with a larger computer, but the flexibility and
size of a palmtop really make it shine
in these applications . •

NOTES:
A good overview of the technical details of
GPS can be found at this site at the University
of Texas: www.host.cc.utexas.edu / ftp / pub/
grg / gcraft/ notes/ gps/ gps.html
1 LXGPS can be downloaded from this web
site: www.jps.net / renda / greg/ or from the
author, Greg Renda, at greg@ncd.com.
, GPSCGA can be downloaded from: lake
cumberland.com/ gps.html or by contacting
COMACS Enterprises at 103246.3642@CompuServe.COM.
3 Larry Berg's Purple Open Projects at
http://home.cdsnet.net/ - purple/ index.html
for ordering information.
' Paul Tarr's website: www.inmet.com /
- pwt/ gps_gen.htm

Where there's a

site: www.jps.net/renda/greg/ or from
the author, Greg Renda, at greg@ncd.com.
It is also available on the previous issue's
The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK.
GPSCGA can be obtained by contacting
COMACS Enterprises at l03246.3642@
compuserve.com
For Garmin custom cables contact Larry
Berg's Purple Open Projects at horne.
cdsnet.net/ -purple/ index.htrnl
For more information about GPS visit Paul
Tarr's website: www.inrnet.com/-pwt/
gps_gen.htrn
STSORBIT . and STSPLUS are both available from http://users.sedona.net/ -dran
som/ stsplus.htrnl and on this issue's The
HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK. Palmtop
users will want STS9201.2IP
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Type II and III at the same time
To externally power PCMCIA Cards - for
those power hungry PCMCIA peripherals
To run ATA flash cards and hard driveslike the notebooks can!
DoubleSlot, PCMCIA Slot Expander reaching new heights of performance for your HP Palmtop.

Add the Travel FloppyTM to your Palmtop ...
World's smallest 3.5" floppy drive
PCMCIA, type II compatible
For Palmtops or other DOS/Windows
computers
Use it to transfer files, archive, or run
programs directly from disk
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The HP Pahntop'
Paper ON DISK
Get all the great freeware and shareware
you read about in each issue of The HP

Palmtop Paper.
This invaluable supplement to The HP Palmtop
Paper also contains detailed information from
advertisers plus the full text of The HP Palmtop
Paper for text search.
PLUS: The best palmtop tips and the best freeware and shareware on two 1.44 Meg floppy disks.
Included FREE with your Tile HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK subscription, or can be purcllased separately.

"Best Tips ON DISK" comes free with Tbe HP
Palmtop Papel' ON DI~K subsCl'iption

1 YEAR '99.95 #001
2 YEARS '159 #002
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Shipping per year: U.S. FREE .....Can! Mex '6 ........ 0ulside N.Amer. ' 18
Single Issue:
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"The HP Palmtop Paper has saved me
countless hours offrustration" -Steve Mitchell
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Reference Lotus 123 and
DOS 5 Guides

Subscribe Today! Included with your six or twelve bi-monthly issues are the following one-time bonuses:
• BestTips • PC Card Review· Subscriber PowerDisk
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Handhe1d PC Magazine For Users of Windows '" CE
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Lotus 123 and Dos 5 Guides
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Interested in Microsoft's new Windows CE operating system?
What better way to stay on top of it than with a magazine from
the publishers of The HP Palmtop Paper?
Subscription includes:

• 6 bi-monthly issues
• Annual Handheld PC
Magazine Windows CE Buyer's
Guide
• Special Report: 12 Important
TIUngs EveryWindows CE User Should Know
• Handheld PC Magazine's Goodies Disk - the 20 best
Windows CE -based freeware/shareware games, utilities, and
applications.
1 YEAR '34.95 #HPC1
Shipping per year: U.S. FREE

2 YEARS '59.95 #HPC2
Can! Mex '6

Oulside N.Amer. ' 18

HP tOO/200LX Developer's Guide
IDention: Palmtop Developers and Enthusiasts
The Developer's Package includes everything you need to write software, design hardware, or simply understand the inner workings of the HP Palmtop. The Package includes:
1) Printed copy of 586-page Developer's Guide
2) Disk containing HP-created source code and utilities for developers
3) Complete set of kits for marketing your Palmtop product
4) CompuServe starter kit (CompuServe is where Palmtop programmers hang out)
5) PAL: a C source code library for developing software with the look and feel of the HP Palmtop builtin applications

'79 #GOEV

#MOOS

Get the DOS and Lotus Answers You
Need - Fast and Easy
Locate subjects fast. Numerous examples and
illustrations.
"Par superior to any otber guide, cheat sheet, 01'
original documentation... an excellent gUide for
all use/·s.... Highly recommended!"
-John Dvorak, PC Magazine

EACH '14.95
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BOTH '25.00 #MBOT

PC In Your Pocket
HP Palmtop book:
Ideal for users,
great gift for
interested friends
The editors of Tbe HP Palmtop
Paper have organized some of
their best material into a readable, practical hook about the
HP Palmtop.The book is fill~d
with hundreds of real-life examples of the HP Palmtop'S
features and capabilities. Busy professionals describe
how they use the HP Palmtop to organize their time,
information, and money to be more effective. Order
directly from us and we'll include a disk containing most
of the software mentioned in the book. Written hoth for
users and for those considering purchasing an HP
Palmtop.
'19.95 #PCIP

Mail/Fax Enclosed Order Form or Call 800-313-6114 or 515-412-6330 Fax: 515-412-1819 Email: orders @thaddeus.com
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Goin' Postal: A Utility Program
That Does One Thing WellReceive and Send Email
If your only online activity involves receiving and sending email then
this tightly woven program will do what you want with a minimum of
fuss and bother.
by Conrad Cox

M

ost palm toppers I speak
with believe that no matter
how much storage space
their pocket companions have the
space tends to become occupied with
programs, databases and other files.
So long as a given program has the
needed functionality, a smaller program is a better program.
Steven Lawson kept this size idea
in mind when he wrote Goin' Postal,
a shareware email client for the
100/200j700LX. Despite a name
which is either meant as a joke or is
somewhat lacking in sensitivity, Goin'
Postal (GP) does a good job of providing email online automation and
off-line writing, reading and replying
in the smallest of palmtop footprints.
According to the author, GP will
take up as little as 115kb of space on
the palmtop. The memory and storage footprint requirements allow even
a 1 megabyte 100/200LX to do off-line
reading and replying while keeping
the PC Card slot free for a modem.
GP accomplishes some of its size
magic by concentrating on electronic
mail and nothing else. Some palmtop mail clients combine email, telnet,
ftp, and web clients into one, all-inclusive package. If all one needs is email,

the other features use up precious
storage space and require more system memory to run.
To make the program as small as
possible author Steven Lawson did
not use a graphical interface in GP.
Instead GP uses a "text-based" menubar somewhat like the menu bar seen
in the palmtop's built-in applications.
According to Lawson, leaving the
graphical interface behind saves that
much more space.
Because GP is not written with the
graphical interface, it is not compliant
with the 100/200/ 700LX Zoom (FnSPACE) function. This means that
some parts the screen will be lost if
Zoom is used. If you are like me and
want to see the entire screen, this
could be a detriment when trying to
read mail in less than adequate light
conditions.
On the plus side, some parts of

GP will display most of the critical
data using the middle font. In any
event, the use of a third party font
(like Andrew3) is a good idea.

Installation
I downloaded the evaluation copy
of GP onto my 2 megabyte 100LX
from its home page at http://home.
earthlink.net/ -sdlsaginaw /. The file
expands into a main directory and a
sub-directory. The sub-directory contains several non-essential files like
alternate editors, viewers and text files
containing registration and setup
information. GP can be configured to
work with many editors and viewers. This flexibility lets the user decide
whether to choose a small editor (less
space at the cost of fewer features) or
a larger editor (more features, but taking up more space.)
I found GP to be fairly easy to set

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Conrad Cox is Training Manager for a major communications
company in California. The rest of his time is spent with his family, surfing the Internet, maintaining a user group web site, and
watching his daughter play softball. You can reach him at
cdcox@ccnet.com, at http://ourworld.compuserve.com/
homepagesl conrad_cox, or http://www.ccnet.com/-cdcox/.
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A Hai ep OP
10 /
LOCAL DIALING SETUP (LOCALE)
Descpiption: vepio £>-Olll Wopk
Ppilllary Phone: 901-0302
Dialing Prefix: *70.

Backup Phone:
Default? Y

Login Name: cdcox
Passwo~d:

******

Script Filenallle: ccnet.scr
Prilllary DNS: 204.247.247.10

[EDIT]
Secondary DNS: 207.20.247.10

SHTP Server: sIlltp.ncal.verio.colll
Calling Card:
Toggle With Prefix?

for months and the hint may provide
enough of a memory jogger to avoid
having to look at the more wordy
Help screen ( see Screen 2).
During setup I created a log-on
script. The script language is uncomplicated. The SETUP.TXT provides a
sample script which can be adapted
and modified as needed. I used the
provided script without change.

Dialing Order: II

Features
DUD]B Default is PNC (Prefix. NUIllber. then Card)

Screen 1. The Locale screen customizes ISP information for dialing from a specific location .
Specific prefixes and calling card information may be entered. The order that the prefix, the phone
number and the calling card are used can easily be changed.

.

gests using a DOS memory enhancement like MaxDOS to maximize available program memory which is probably a very good idea.

' "bJ. u,

Au .., h,

Screen 2. Goin' Postal's Address screen is
simple and easy to understand. The Hint meso
sage at the bottom of the screen displays a dif·
ferent message when the cursor moves to a
different field.

up. First, an additional line must be
added to the AUTOEXEC.BAT file to
make the program aware of the local
time zone. The SETUP.TXT text provides easy to understand instructions
on what the line should be.
The documentation also provides
instructions on how to add an Application Manager entry, an important
setup step if GP will be run from within System Manager. The documentation suggests allocating 300kb of
memory to GP. But you'll need to add
more if you use a large editor. I tried
to use D&A's PalEdit (PE) as my editor. The 300kb allocation just wasn't
enough memory for GP and PE under
System Manager. Even 350kb isn't
enough when my Phone Book and
Appointment book are open. When
I terminated System Manager and
ran GP from DOS; PE and GP ran just
fine. However, I performed all testing
while in System Manager on my
"stock" 2 Meg 100LX. The author sug-

Setting Up Internet
Providers and Locations
Before going on line, Internet
Service Provider (ISP) or host computer information must be entered
into GP. The supporting screens are
fairly self explanatory. The SETUP.TXT
file gives some tips on where to find
the information one needs. Of course,
your ISP customer service department
or the host computer's system administrator is the best place to go for that
information.
GP will handle multiple ISPs and
mail hosts. The program can easily
switch between access points, such
as dialing from home, dialing from
Texas, dialing from Las Vegas, etc.
Being able to select different access
points has benefits. It's easy to change
ISP prefix and calling card parameters
just by selecting or creating a new
access point. This is especially useful for those who must access three or
four host computers while traveling
(see Screen 1).
Most screens in GP have context
sensitive Help available by pressing
Fl. Also, many screens have a Hint
field which gives more information
about the field currently being edited.
I really like the Hint fields. Sometimes
these setup screens aren't accessed
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I was surprised to see the array
or features available in GP. For example, GP will accommodate as many
Internet hosts as you need. The easy
access to these multiple hosts will
please palmtoppers who log into several hosts. Loading GP will display
the Current Program Status screen
which tells whether there are unread
messages to retrieve. It also shows
the current mail host, amount of free
disk space and more.
By pressing the ONLINE key (F9),
GP goes online to do the user's bidding and gives the user extreme flexibility in how mail is captured. Several
setup defaults determine whether to
download full messages or just the
headers. GP can be set to download
messages that do not exceed a userdefined size. Other download features include the ability to download
only new messages or download messages while keeping the messages on
the computer host (Screen 3).
GP's In Box and Out Box provide
plenty of information about the
downloaded messages. The In Box
shows what messages are new or
read. If only headers were downloaded each header will be marked by
the user to get or skip the message, or
to delete it (Screen 4,5).
One feature I sorely miss is the
ability to sort information by subject
or by the "from" address. For someone who receives less mail than me
this missing feature is no great loss
and not having it saves space.
Messages may be saved in the
SAVED box. Messages that are deleted will either be removed from the
Palmtop or moved to a trash folder

for disposal later.
GP has one address book which
has room for up to eighteen entries.
Each entry may have as many as four
individual addresses. This lets you
use an entry as a small mailing list. For
example, one can set up an entry
called "Family" containing up to 4
email addresses for Mom, Dad, Aunt
Mary and Uncle Jim. GP's address

book capabilities may seem somewhat
small. But for personal email needs.it
should meet most people's needs.
Dialing Configurabllity

GP makes it easy to activate and
deactivate prefixes and suffixes in the
dialing string. Prefixes include things
like *70 to turn off Call Waiting and 9
to get an outside line from inside a
hotel. Suffixes include calling cards
dialed after dialing the computer
modem number.
I especially like how the calling
card information can be placed either
before or after the ISP number. For
international travelers, this makes
changing a configuration a snap.

Screen 3. At a glance one can tell how many
new messages have arrived, how many headers have been downloaded, and how many
messages are queued for sending.
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PC Card with Parallel Port and Instant File Transfer
Trans PC Card adds the Parallel Port making your Palmtop
100% real PC, so now you can connect parallel devices like 100
MB Zip, etc. and fast print to standard parallel printers.
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GP also features the use of filters.
Through the use of filters, the user
can choose to ignore any or all mail
that can be defined in advance. With
GP, a text file is used to create and
store formulas, or "rules," which tell
GP what to do with mail that matches a certain criteria.
For example, to ignore all mail on
the server except those messages from
anyone at work, you would write the
following formula: GET IF FROM
HAS "my_work.com"
The rest of the mail will stay on the
server or follow whatever additional
rules have been defined. Separate
rules may be defined for each computer host or Internet provider. The
rules help me prioritize my mail. This
is especially important since I subscribe to several mailing lists.
Sometimes these lists generate hundreds of messages. I need a way to

Trans PC Card

Screen 4. The In Box provides data about incoming messages. The data and time are converted
from the sender's local time to local time as defined by the setup file. Column with? mark shows
whether message is New or Read.

,

Filters and Rules

Re: Reunion Co .... ittee
On vacation
Your Magic Products

866
362
256
333

tomorrow's (fleeting

Programs for Instant (no installation or setup) transfer,
synchronization and management of files between PCs are on
the Card flash to save system memory. The Card (Type I, with
very low power draw) upon insertion becomes drive A:.
Programs on Card run under DOS 5.0 and Windows using
familiar XCOPY syntax or point and shoot interface. Included
cable (used also for connection to peripherals) allows for transfer between the Card in Palmtop and PC standard parallel port
at 30 KB/sec - BOX faster than Puma's IntelliSync.

Trans PC Card with Trans Flex Cable, Manual,
Quick Reference and backup disk is $179.00
For more information and dealer nearest you please call:
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Screen 5. Out Box is formatted like the In Box. The? column tells which messages are Queued for
sending, are in the process or being Written. Function keys afford access to the most used functions.

Trans Digital Corporation
3517 Marconi Ave, Suite 203
Sacramento, CA 95821
Tel: (9161482.5599· Fax: (9161482.5598
Email: 110033.3152@CompuServe.com
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separate my "normal" mail from all
the mailing list messages. Although
not documented in the SETUP. TXT
file, I found a way. I created another
mail host with a different name (HpIx) but the same parameters as my
default mail host. I then created a different rules file telling GP to download the mailing list messages. Now
I have two mailboxes: one for my
"normal" mail and another for my
mailing list messages.
To keep stored files as small as
possible, GP internally compresses
the messages until the mailbox is
opened for reading. This feature can
slow the process of opening a mailbox, so GP can disable this feature if
the user wishes.

For the Technically Minded
GP includes diagnostic software
should there be trouble getting the
packet drivers to load and run. GP
uses external packet programs. These

•

freeware programs come with some
documentation as well as some batch
files provided by GP author Lawson.
The user manual provides complete
information on using the diagnostics.

Conclusions
I was surprisingly pleased with
Goin' Postal. It has features that travelers will find indispensable. It's easy
to use and can easily be modified to
do whatever you want to do with
your email.
GP is targeted to the palmtopper
who needs the most email power in
the smallest memory footprint. While
it falls short in a few areas (no Zoom,
a small but adequate address book,
and no sorting in the in and out box
views), Goin' Postal's power to size
ratio cannot be beat.
Goin' Postal is shareware. A 30day downloadable demonstration is
available. The demo is a full version
of the registered program. After 30

days, a "nag" screen reminds you to
register. Support is provided by the
author via email. The Shareware fee
is $29. Upon registering you receive a
registration key and a printed user
manual which is the same size as the
200LX. The registration fee is good
for a lifetime of product upgrades . •
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Goin' Postal (GP) - . (shareware) may be
downloaded from http://home.earthlink.net/ -sdlsaginaw / and is available
on this issue's The HP Palmtop Paper ON
DISK.
PalEdit (PE) - (freeware) may be
dowloaded from www.dasoft.com and is
available on the CD Infobase from
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.
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ONE-STOP PALMTOP SHOP - HEWUn-PACKARD MOBILE

Why waste time scurrying from place to place searching for Hewlett-Packard 620/360/200LX Palmtop PC or HP OmniBook
Notebook and then some place else to find the right accessory? We are Your One-Stop Palmtop Shope. You can count on us
to supply you with everything you may need for you HP Mobile PC, SanDisk flash cards, modems, leather cases, etc. We
are an exclusive Hewlett-Packard dealer. We offer large inventory, quick delivery, and competitive pricing. You will always
deal with a live person, no voice mail.
Whatever you need for your HP Palmtop, one call get it all. We do trade-ins, service & upgrades incl. DoubleSpeed and
up to 32MB RAM on HP200LX with same-day turn-around service. Create a more powerful business tool when adding a
wireless service to your mobile PC, like ARDIS and Motorola PM card. We got it.

Call 800-709-9494 for a FREE copy of the extensive Hewlett-Packard Mobile PC Expert catalog.
We will strive hard to match anyone's prices. One Call, get it all - for your HP Mobile PC.

An Exclusive

~~~:~K~~6®
Authorized Reseller
NEW Hewlett-Packard PALMTOP PCs:
HP200LXl4MB DOS Based Palmtop PC
HP200LXl2MB DOS Based Palmtop PC
HP200LXl64MB & DoubleSpeed TIS'
HP200LXl32MB & DoubleSpeed TIS'
HP200LXl8MB & DoubleSpeed TIS'
HP200LXl5/6MB & DoubleSpeed TIS'
HP1000CXl2MB Pure DOS based Palmtop
PRE-OWNED HP200LX PALMTOP PCs:
HP200LXl64MB Pre·Owned palmtop TIS'
HP200LXl32MB Pre·Owned palmtop TIS'
HP200LXl8MB Pre-Owned palmtop TIS'
HP200LXl5/6MB Pre-Owned palmtop TIS'
+ Added RAM
'TIS comes

We honor all major credit cards.
Volume bids/quotes, government & fortune
companies' POs welcome. Open 8 to 6,
Saturdays 9 to 5. Sundays closed.

iEEIIJIEJ
$569.95
$469.95
$1149.95
$879.95
$689.95
$639.95
$429.95
$899.95
$649.95
$469.95
$399.95

AOne-Stop Palmtop Shop®
170 South Jackson Street, Janesville, WI 53545 USA
Sales: (800) 709-9494 Int'l: (608) 752-1537 Fax: (608) 752-9548
WebSite: http://www.mrpalmtop.com E-mail: gc@mrpalmtop.com

HP Windows CE 2.0 Palmtop PCs:
HP660LX 32MB, 56K Modem & WinCE 2.0
HP620LX 16MB & WinCE 2.0
HP360LX 8MB & WinCE 2.0
Send·ln UpGrade Prices - HP200/1 OOLX:
T2/64MS 64MB UpGrade w/DoubleSpeed
T2I32MS 32MB UpGrade w/DoubleSpeed
T2/8MS 8MB UpGrade w/DoubleSpeed
T2I6MS 516MB UpGrade w/DoubleSpeed
T2S DoubleSpeed UpGrade (also HP 100LX)
San Disk CF Cards - some examples:
SDCF/48 48MB CompactFlash
SDCF/20 20MB CompactFlash
10MB r.nnmor·ti=lo<h
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Ne w HP 660LX Color Palmtop PC
The leader wirh 56Kbps modem
and 32MB RAM!

$929.95
$729.95
$549.95
$799.00
Call!
$249.00
$189.00
$ 75.00
$239.95
$139.95
89.95

SDCF/8 8MB Compact Flash
SDCF/4 4MB CompactFlash
SD/ADA PCMCIA Adapter for CF Cards
San Disk PCMCIA Flash Memory Cards:
SDP/220 220MB Flash Memory Card
SDP/175 175MB Flash Memory Card
SDP/l1 0 110MB Flash Memory Card
SDP/85 85MB Flash Memory Card
XLC Genuine Leather Cases for HP PCs:
XLC620Z Exec. Case for HP660/620LX
XLC320 Exec. Case for HP360/320/300
XLC100 Exec. Case for HP200/100/95
XLC150 Excl. Pouch HP200/100/95

$69.95
$49.95
$12.95
$1099.95
$959.95
$649.95
$489 .95
$49.95
$44.95
$34.95
$10.95

REVIEW

REVIEW

REVIEW

J

REVIEW
_
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Where Does The Time Go?
Time = Money. The TIME TRACKER/LX and TIMELOGR programs
for the HP Palmtop not only help you bill for your time but also help
you make better use of the time that's left over.
by Joy Sofa Kocar

I

f you're like me, the question
"Where does the time go?" arises
all too often. My right-brained
thinking gets the better of me and I
lose my focus . I end up going willynilly between tasks, much to my own
chagrin.
At the same time I have to keep
close track of my time since I charge for
my services by the hour. How I spend
my time has a direct impact on my
bottom line, and knowing the details
helps me in future job estimates.
I decided that the left side of my
brain could use some help keeping
me in focus and keeping my business
in the black. So I spent a small amount
of time and found not one but two
software tools for tracking billable
time. I soon discovered that they both
could serve as great time management tools.

Time Tools
The first tool is TIMELOGR.WKI .
It's a spreadsheet program developed
for the HP Palmtop. It was written
by Ben Miller, who contributed it to
the HPHAND library on CompuServe. The other tool is the commercially available TIME TRACKER/LX
program created by D&A Software. It
is designed specifically for the HP
Palmtops and has the familiar look
and feel of the built-in applications.
TIMELOGR maintains a database
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Screen 1: Opening Screen of TIMELOGR

of tasks, the time spent, and the billings
for each session. It keeps a running
total by session, by day, by week, along
with a grand total for the entire spreadsheet. TIMELOGR has its own menu
system with a rather complete set of
macros. It's a very well conceived and
executed spreadsheet (Screen 1).
TIMETRACKER/LX also maintains a database of tasks, showing the
date, start time, duration, category
information, and memo in tabular
form . It' s more flexible than the
TIMELOGR spreadsheet in organizing the data and showing summary
information in a variety of wa ys
(Screen 2, next page).

How I've Used These Tools
For sure I use these tools to keep
track of billable time. It's much easier (and more accurate) to keep track
of my time electronically than manually. Having it on the palmtop guarantees that I'll do it! At any given
moment, I can determine exactly how
much time I've spent for a client or a
project. If I'm maintaining a timesheet
for a client I ccm transfer the totals at
the end of the day to my desktop for
printing. Though both the time tracking programs have report printing
capabilities I've yet to find the time to
explore this feature.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Joy Kocar is President of Integral Solutions, a technical services company specializing in engineering, scientific, biomechanical and software documentation as well as providing thermal, hydraulic and
mechanical analysis and design services. Joy can be reached by
email atkocar@compuserve.com
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REVIEW: TIMETRACKERlLX and TlMELOGR
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for the day, I press ALT-C to get the
day's totals for each category.
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Screen 2.: Opening Screen of TIMETRACKER/LX (Demo)
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Screen 4: TIMETRACKER/LX Category Listing (Demo)
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Screen 5: TIMETRACKER/LX Options Let You Pick An Editor

Doing Business With TIMELOGR

Whenever I start a project I can
press ALT-S, enter the client or other
identifier and the billing rate. When
I'm done, I press ALT-F. That's it! If I
need to make changes to the times, I
press ALT-E. For billable time, I use a
4-letter project identifier, which I also
use as a prefix to name all files relat-

ing to the project (Screen 3).
Over the course of the day, I can see
subtotals for the session, day and week,
and total billings for the spreadsheet.
All of this is done automatically.
TIMELOGR has some handy sorting capabilities. Chief among them
is the data in column C which is used
to categorize the session by client,
project, etc. If I'm keeping a timesheet
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TIMETRACKER/ LX automatically opens the last active log. To start an
entry I simply press F2 (Add), which
creates a new entry based on the last
selected entry, containing the current
date and time as the start time and
default values for the Activity, Client,
and Project fields. When I'm done
~ith the task, I just press F7 (Stop
Now). That's all it takes (Screen 4)!
TIMETRACKER/LX has a supercategory called Category, with subcategories called Client and Project. In
advanced mode, the Activity can be
linked to multiple Client, Project and
Category selections. I use the Activity
field to classify my tasks, such as:
Design, Develop, Manage, Analysis,
etc. I associate an entry with a Client
and Project. I also link each Activity
type to a Billable, Overhead, or
Personal super-category. Although
TIMETRACKER/LX allows multiple
links in advanced mode, I prefer to
make them exclusive to these three.
TIMETRACKER/LX also has a Memo
field that not only lets you jot down
notes but also has some calculation
capabilities. For example, I can adjust
the cost, override the duration time,
override the hourly rate or, if I have
a fixed number of hours to work on a
project, I can keep track of the remaining time (Screen 5).
TIMETRACKER/LX log files are
compact, compared to TIMELOGR,
though the program itself consumes
more memory. TIMETRACKER/LX
allows me to trim the log, depending on the filter I specify, and save to
an archive. By setting no filters, I can
clear the log, but still maintain the
structure (i.e. categories), which is a
great time saver.
In an instant, TIMETRACKER/ LX
allows me to view my data in a variety of ways, either with filters or views.
I can select individual records with
the Spacebar, and choose Only Marked
on the Filter menu. I can set the filter

for the current date and get a synopsis for the day which gives the number
of hours logged and billed.

Evaluating My Time Usage
More significantly, I also use both
these programs as time management
tools. All too often, I suspect that I'm
not using my time in the most effective manner. I've used both TIMETRACKER/LX and TIMELOGR to
confirm these suspicions.
Time management authorities recommend keeping a time log to get a
clear picture of how you spend your
time. They advise doing so at least
once a year or when your situation
changes significantly. How we think
we use our time can be wildly different
from how we actually spend it. Both
TIMETRACKER/LX and TIMELOGR
make it quite easy to keep track of
where I've squandered my time. When
doing a time usage analysis I like to
keep my log constantly open, so that I
can make entries on-the-fly.
As far as keeping track of billable
time, both programs fill the bill.
However for time usage analysis, I
prefer TIMETRACKER/LX primarily because it allows me to pick from
a list of categories or speed search. I
simply start typing what I'm looking
for and each keypress jumps to the
first matching category. This reduces
the effort in making entries. As far as
changes are concerned, if I want to
rename a category, I simply use the
Edit menu, make my changes, and it
is reflected throughout. In TIMELOGR I would need to search and
,
replace all entries manually.
The little conveniences that TIMETRACKER/LX provides, has made
an otherwise tedious exercise more
bearable and even at times enjoyable.
I find myself wondering, how much
time do I really spend doing "officeorganizing." All I need to do with
TIMETRACKER/LX, is to add another Activity: simply select Edit
Activities (F4) then F2 (Add), enter
the name, associate any categories,
edit the hourly rate, and press FlO
when done. The Activity type is now
always available.

Put Titne On Your Side!
The following are some resources that I've found to be very helpful, and have
turned to time and again.
First Things First, Stephen Covey
Organizing for the Creative Person, Dorothy Lehmkuhl and Dolores Cotter
Lamping
Manage Your Time, Your Work, Yourself, Merrill E. Douglass and Donna N.
Douglass
The Time Trap, Alec Mackenzie
Time Power, Charles R. Hobbs
Simplify Your Life With Kids, Elaine St. James
Speed Cleaning, Jeff Campbell
Getting Organized, Stephanie Winston, 1991
Time Management for the Creative Person, Lee Silber
How to Get Control of Your Time and Your Life, Alan Lakein
Time Management for the Unmanageable, Ann McGee-Cooper
I use the Resource column to indicate the level of importance and
urgency. For example, I set A = Vital
(urgent *and* important), B =
Important (but not urgent), C =
Limited value (urgent but not important), D = Complete waste of time
(neither urgent nor important).
Anything that will give me insight.
I never used to be able to make the
tracking exercise last the full week.
Ironically, it seemed like such a waste
of time, but with these tools, especially TIMETRACKER/LX, I was astounded to discover that I was maintaining
24-hour logs for over a week!
The reason I tend to do a 24-hour
log is to get a complete picture of how
I spend my time. It seems like the
work day never ends, and neither do
the chores. How is that? Luckily I
have a very flexible schedule so I can
intermingle tasks. TIMELOGR assumes that a session occurs in a single day, in other words, it doesn't
extend over 2 days. So when doing a
24-hour log, I enter the time I go to
bed then finish that session at 11 :59
p.m. and start another session at 12:01
a.m. for the following day. When I
get up, I finish that session. TIMETRACKER/LX doesn't have this
same restriction.

I try to check myself every 30 minutes or so and make entries as necessary. It's better to make entries every
time I shift activities so that I don't
miss anything. Unfortunately my tendency is to shift my attention too frequently. I have to remind myself to
FOCUS: Follow One Course Until
Successful, a nice acronym I picked
up from a time management book.
I ask the following questions, to
try to keep myself focused:

Project: Vision
gives you
Planning In Your Palm for

$99

For HP 100/200 and DOS-based pes
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One Hour Learning Curve
Uses 300K uith Max file size from 80K to I MEG
Logic Networks, 1imelines, Resource IIistograms
Critical Path, Milestones, Variable Zoom
Mouse and keyboard operated for portability
NEW! Export to Lotus 1·2·3 WKS Files

Inmax Publishing Ltd.
2673 Terrace Ave. North Vancouver
BC Canada V7R 1 B5

Tel: 604·980·9991
Fax: 604·985·5597
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- What is the best use of my time
now?
- Am I wasting my time?
- Is there a way to simplify this task?
I dare not wait until the end of
the day to make entries as my memory is never as accurate as I think.
I've noticed that by entering activities
on the Pahntop as I do them, I become
painfully aware of how I'm spending my time. This has a subtle way of
forcing me to be more selective of
what I do.
Making Sense Of It All

So, I have all this data, now what
do I do with it? Here again, I use the
handy filters and views. The view I
use the most is the Activity Totals. It
gives me all the hours logged for each
activity type, and the total time
logged. From this I can calculate the
percent time spent on each and the
average number of hours spent per
day. In the future I plan to export the
information to a spreadsheet and have
calculations done more automatically.
I can also use filters and views in
combination. For example, I can set
the filter for the current date, and
then use the Activity Totals view. This
gives me the breakdown for the day.
When it's time to review my log, I
try to consider the following:
Look for any patterns. For example, what size are the chunks of time
I generally use? If that is intrinsic to
the job then I must learn to break up
tasks to fit those time chunks.
Who or what caused the most
interruptions? Are they built into the
job? If so, schedule them in. This doesn't hold true however, for toddlers.
"Okay Junior, you can interrupt me
between 11:00 and 11:30 a.m. today."
Not likely.
How many things did I do that I
planned to do? How many things did
I put off? In other words, to what
extent did I achieve my main goals for
the day?
Was my time spent in proportion
to my priorities? How much of my
time was spent on high priority tasks
compared to the low priority tasks.

What low priority tasks can be eliminated? This tells me what busywork
I used to successfully procrastinate.
What activities could I spend less
time on and still obtain acceptable
results? I like this one a lot, because it
has prevented me from obsessing
over details.
What activities could have been
delegated? Not too many options here
for a small business such as mine.
What telephone calls, meetings,
or visits could have been reduced or
even eliminated?
How might I consolidate or eliminate routine tasks?
Did I take time out just for myself?
I hardly ever pass this test.
What do I want to spend more
time doing? Less time?
Most importantly, am I happy
with the way I've spent my time?
(Trick question.)
I find the following general time
management tips from Lehmkuhl &
Lamping to be the most helpful. They
are geared for right-brain dominant
people like me.
Decide what to do first, since
divergent thinking produces multiple possibilities.
To avoid bouncing from one activity to another, choose the best time for
a given activity.
Concentrate on one aspect of a
project at a time.
Make a realistic estimate of how
long each task will take.
Do difficult things during peak
times-the time of day (or even week)
when I am most productive. Conversely, I schedule my "brain dead"
tasks during my energy valleys.
I'm never able to address all factors, but just solving one, puts me
that much farther ahead of the game.
In fact, I limit it to only one so I can
focus on it without feeling overwhelmed or dejected about my poor
time management. I have to remind
myself that it generally takes 21 days
of persistently and consistently performing an action before it becomes a
habit. I can't allow myself to make
exceptions. The minute I do, that's
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the end of it. At this rate I may be
quite organized by the time I'm 80!
In the end, I usually find that I do
have more discretionary time than I
had thought. It may take me 20-30 minutes to drink a cup of coffee, but usually I also spend it in contemplation. I
just hadn't considered it as leisure time
before. In fact, by categorizing each
item with an Activity, I realized that
some tasks are indeed leisure. Once I
had identified them as such, I seemed
to enjoy them more; I must've been
"tontaminating" my free times by not
appreciating them enough.
Another revelation from this particular exercise, is that I haven't been
taking advantage of small time
chunks that pop up in a day, especially with a toddler. I've learned to
keep a Quickie ToDo list in my
LIFEMGMT.GDB database. It's amazing how much work or chores can
get done in these windows of time.
The biggest time waster of all, was
that I didn't spend enough time planning for the next day. There it was,
rather, there it wasn't in my log.
It's Time To End

I'm always looking for tips and
resources for simplifying, streamlining, and organizing. This is a continuous battle against my natural, rightbrain tendencies; so I welcome, and
deeply appreciate any that you would
care to share . •

Commercial products
mentioned in this article
TIMELOGR.WK1 • - May be downloaded
from the HPHAND forum, Library 11, on
CompuServe and is also available on this
issue's The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK.
TIMETRACKER/LX • -

A demo version
called TTDEMO.ZIP may be downloaded
from www.dasoft.com/pub/TT and it is
also available on this issue's The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK. When you buy a
license for US$39.95, D&A Software, Inc.
will send a registration code that turns
the demo version into a full version of the
program.
Also available from Thaddeus Computing
800-373-6114 or orders@thaddeus.com
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User to User: Online in Uruguay
During Hal's recent travels, he rediscovered how to both reduce and
recover files on the palmtop. He also had a chance to try several laptops
and Windows CE devices.
By Hal Goldstein

O

ur family tries to visit my
wife's family in Uruguay as
often as we can. On our most
recent visit I pledged to stay connected to my business and the world
via email. In the U.S. I found an
Uruguayan Internet Service Provider
and after the few predictable false
starts, I got connected through the
Internet to hal@thaddeus.com and to
CompuServe. I used both WWW /LX
on the palmtop and an HP OmniBook
800D laptop. That's the happy ending
of my story. Here is the beginning.

Thaddeus Computing Vaporware
Before leaving, I worked night and
day to finish Super Software Carousel
and to give feedback to Ed Keefe who
was writing our Software Carousel
Manual. 1 originally thought the '
Software Carousel products would
take 1 to 2 months and be ready to
ship in April. Instead they had
evolved into time-devouring monsters. Everything that could delay
the projects did. By mid-July, we had
hundreds of orders to fill. I refused to
leave home with the odor of vaporware hanging over my head. The
push was on: get the products done
before getting out of town!
Late one night while 1was checking
the correctness of Super Software
Carousel's file structure, I found that a

number of files in Ed Keefe's Software
Carousel master had the same date as
my Super Software Carousel master
but Ed's files were significantly smaller. For example, my version of
SCCONFIG, the main Software
Carousel configuration program, was
about 70K, Ed's version was 28K!
Saving Space with DIET
1 gave Ed a call. "Yes," said Ed. "I
routinely run all my EXE and COM
files through DIET." DIET can compress EXE and COM files as much as
70%. These DIETed programs still
execute fine. The only penalty is that
these programs take a fraction of a
second longer to get started. (Long

time readers of The HP Palmtop Paper
will recall that DIET can also be set up
as a TSR resulting in compression of
data files).
With that reminder, 1 started
DIETing Super Software Carousel files
and other files on my prototype 64
Meg palmtop. 1reduced the entire disk
space requirements of Super Software
Carousel 750K bytes, realizing my 5megabyte target with plenty of kilobytes to spare. Below is a listing of my
successes. Note that in keeping with
the spirit of my agreement with
Software Technologies, the authors of
Software Carousel, the products ship
with the original sized files. SSC also
ships with the compressed files, which

Files Sizes Using DIET
FILE

BEFORE

AFTER

Super Software Carousel Files
777 exe
41 ,281
24,868
bj.exe
26,928 13,658
57,386 28,914
blitz54.exe
boggler.exe
90,794 55,028
83,665 38,639
bridge.exe
93,560 48,248
cribbage.exe
6,602
4,694
hpqubic.exe
5,449
hptris.exe
3,459
masterhp.exe 37,056 22,617
mine100.exe 14,656
8,886
nyel.exe
25,136 11,826
125,408 77,124
rev4Jexe
42,730 25,611
worm.exe
336,646 184,911
igo.exe
playex.com
7,907
4,531
chess.exe
114,560 57,865

SAVED

40%
49%
50%
39%
54%
48%
29%
37%
39%
39%
53%
39%
40%
45%
43%
49%

NET SAVED COMMENTS

16,413
13,270
28,472
35,766
45,026
45,312
1,908
1,990
14,439
5,770
13,310
48,284
17,119
151,735
3,376
56,695

Game
Blackjack
Checkers
Game
Game
Game
Game
Tetris
Mastermind
Game
Tetris
Othello
Game
Game
Music
Game

FILE

BEFORE

AFTER

garlic.exe
19,587 11.903
74,266 50,024
pco.exe
subsl.exe
18,478 13,042
view.exe
92,250 48,216
zip.com
17,068 12,815
I.exe
109,408 54,322
tune.exe
52,584 34,189
fix_scr.exe
4,576
2,748
optimize.exe
33,427 20,264
sc_menu.exe 70,222 40,269
scconfig.exe
69,906 28,161
TOTALS
1,671 ,536 926,832

SAVED

NET SAVED COMMENTS

39%
33%
29%
48%
25%
50%
35%
40%
39%
43%
60%
45%

7.684
24,242
5,436
44,034
4,253
55,086
18,395
1,828
13,163
29,953
41,745
744,704

Fixes DB
Oulliner
DOS util
Viewer
Transter
Draw
Music
S/Carousel
S/Carousel
S/Carousel
S/Carousel
Bytes saved

Other Programs Reduce By Diet
bible30.exe 201 ,328 93,823 53%
fritz2 .exe
245,196 133,054 46%
tapcis.exe
276,128 125,254 55%

107,505
112,142
150,874

BiblesoH
Chess
C/Serve
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No more
palmtop
memory
limitations!
Now you can switch between Lotus, a chess game, and a
spellchecking text editor as easily as you switch between
Memo and Phone! Wah Software Carousel, that's just the
beginning!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

ALL programs task-switch like BUILT-IN programs!
Every program can use maximum memory!
No more Out of Memory messages!
Have as many Apps, Games and Utilities open as RAMIFLASH disk
space allows ... at the ~ame time!
Easily customize to your exact needs!
Simple hotkey combos switch between DOS sessions. Like switching between differently configured palmtops! Up to twelve!
Multiple DOS sessions open at once! Devote an entire session to a
large Lotus or Database file. Or open two Lotus spreadsheets at
once. Switch between them easily!
Runs on any l00I200LX, on flash card or in system memory. More
memory, more sessions!

Your palmtop can be up to ...

...with Windows-like Ilexibilitv!
Have UP to

12 Palmtops in One!
An easy-to-use control panel allows you to customize up to 12 DOS and/or System Manager sessions to your exact needs.
Switch between DOS and Built-In programs as easily as you open NoteTaker!
Don 't know what to do with all this new palmtop
potential? Check out SUPER Software Carousel to
see how Thaddeus Computing can save you many
hours of loading and configuring, and provide you
countless hours of happy and productive palmtopping!

Great with 8/32 MB
DoubleSpeeds or Flash Card!
Talk about a Next Generation 200LX!
Combine Software Carousel (and especially SUPER
Software Carousel!) with the speed and memory of
an Upgraded Palmtop, and you're talking about
unleashing the full potential of your palmtop!
Works with Flash card memory too! (Not quite as
fast.)
So if you already have an Upgraded Palmtop, or
you're thinking about it, Software Carousel is the ideal
way to make the most of it!
And, of course, we offer a 30-Day Money-Back
Guarantee so you can find out for yourself!

How do I BuV?
Simple. If you only want Software Carousel (as opposed to SUPER
Software Carousel), we'll send it on a 3.5 Disk with an easy-to-use
electronic User's Guide that will walk you through the installation and
configuration process.
$79.95
Software Carousel NEW
#SCN
Software Carousel UPGRADE*
#SCU
$19.95

•

New Version:
BUY or UPGRADE
Thaddeus Computing Software Carousel 7.0
fixes bugs from previous versions (6.8-6.92).
Especially recommended for those who use more than
one flash memory card.
PLUS! An all new, greatly improved User's Guide
makes learning and configuring much easier!
Millions of people have purchased Software Carousel;
and the Palmtop Edition, new or upgrade, is just too
palmtop-enriching to pass up.
But don't order until you ' ve looked at SUPER
Software Carousel!

*How do I Upgrade?
To take advantage of the Software Carousel Upgrade offer, you must
supply Proof of Purchase of your current version. The easiest way to
do this is to email us your serial number (run screen), or send us a
photocopy of your Software Carousel Manual or your disk. We can
also accept any other Proof of Purchase such as a receipt or confirmation from the company where you originally purchased. Fax, mail or
email proof with your order.

Mail/Fax Order Form Page 8 or Call 800-313-6114 or 515-412-6330 Fax: 515-412-1819 Email: orders @Ihaddeus.com
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Games: Years of challenging fun!

Pre-configured with the very best freeware and shareware Games, Utilities and Applications available for your Palmtop!

Applications
HV (Hypertext Viewer)

LHA

HTML browser to view Web downloads.

PE (PalEd it)
A MEMO-like editor with man
enhancements including spellchecker.

VR (Vertical Reader)
Lets you read doc files and electrom
books. vertically on the palmtop

DBV (DataBase Viewer)

File archiveri compressor.

Here's a briefpreview of what SUPER
Software Carousel does for your palmtop!

LXPIC
Lets you view GIF JPG BMP, PLX
graphics files.
-

More readable palmtop font.

-

:

CloseFlr
Close Filer to save mem

New WW W!IX PI.US -

Zillion utilities in one.

View

fastdb
Speeds up database programs
(e.g. Phone).

Tune

MoreEXM
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Breaks system limitation of 7 EXM files.
Enable software like ZOOM.

Metronome and musical tuner.
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Use HV and LXPIC to view web documents graphics.

Lets you view files from a variety of
word processing formats.

ZIP

mIlIm fo r

Buddy

Fast phone, appt and database file
lewer.
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Andrew3

D

Typing Tutor

Fast PC to palmtop serial transfer program.

Type faster on the palmtop.

Draw

Zoom

Paint, Flowcharts and maps with Draw

Read literature or documentation on palmtop sideways.

Wonderful Magnify-like program that
enlarges and makes more readable any
section of the screen in built-in apps.
Enter thoughts, plans, ideas, and orga- For example, can blow-up datacard for
nize them into a hierarchical structure. more readable phone numbers
Palmtop drawing paint program

PC Outline

Stereo Shell

Subst

DOS File Manager.

DOS 5 utility superior to ASSIGN

garlic

LXPIC can view PCX, BMP, JPG, GIF files on your palmtop.

Vclock

Fixes corrupt database files.

Visible Clock: Full screen clock, timer, stopwatch.

Whole screen clock and timer

PKZIP
File archlver compressor.

42LX
Cribbage
Tiles (Mah
Jhong)
Klondike

Golf
Blackjack
Bridge
Hearts
Backgammon
Checkers
Tetris
MasterMind

Mine Sweep
Reversi (Othello)
Sokabin
Boggle
Chess
Go
777
Go-Moku
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Games
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Bonus applications and utilities Included on CD ready for easy installation.
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Zoom blows up any phone book, appointment book, or database item. Above is a before and after view.

Here's how to order:
Super Software Carousel comes on a CD with complete. easy-te-follow installation instructions and a concise e lectronic User's Guide.
If you have Thaddeus Computing install it while your palmlop is with us (free
installation) you'll still receive the CD. (You can even send your palmtop just
for the free Software Carousel installation .)
If you are upg rading from a previou s version of Software Carousel. see How Do
I Upgrade? on page 8 to save $60.
Super Software Carousel (New)
$139.95 # SSCN

Super Software Carousel (Upgrade)

Svstem Requirements

$79.95 # SSCU

Here s how Backgammon, FreeCell, Chess, and a Go tutorial look on the palmtop. Other games include Tetris, Checkers, a
music selection, and a palmtop therapist.

Includes the complete version of Software Carousel, plus lots of additional software. Runs on HP IOOLX, 200LX, or IOOOCX on flash disk or in system RAM (C drive). Full package requires
5 meg: a little over 2 meg for applications, 2 meg for games, and I meg for Software Carousel sessions. Even more applications than listed are included on CD.

I

USER TO USER: Online in Uruguay

are what the user installs.
Rediscovering Undelete in Filer

Towards the end of my family's
24-hour journey from a small Iowa
town to a small town in Uruguay,
bleary-eyed, playing with my palmtop, I was writing batch files (big mistake). I had just learned that my 1
megabyte 200LX upgraded to 64
megabytes actually had 66 megabytes.
It turns out that all palmtops (1 meg,
2 meg, or 4 meg) upgraded to 64
megabytes end up with a 2 meg F
drive (640K for System Memory) plus
a 64 meg C drive.
Actually, the 2 Meg F drive is the
original C drive. So, if you do a hard
reset (CTRL SHIFT ON) and answer
Y to reformat C, the 2 Meg drive gets
reformatted. However, once the 64
Meg drivers are re-installed, the 64
Meg drive remains intact even after
reformatting C. This is also the case on
32 Meg upgrades which have a 1 or 2
meg F drive.
I decided I would use that F drive
space, which normally wouldn't get
used, as a place for Software Carousel's
swap file and use the C drive for EMS
memory. EMS memory gets created
using the INSTEMM utility that comes
with our upgraded palmtops. This
strategy would allow me to use space
on both the F and C drive for Software
Carousel's swap duties. I planned to
run SCCONFIG to tell Software
Carousel to use F for disk space and
use expanded memory on C.
Eventually, it all worked. However, in the process, at the end of my
journey, I created a batch file that was
supposed to delete unnecessary F
drive files that get created on reboot.
Instead, due to minor exhaustion and
lousy programming I managed to
wipe some key files off my flash card
that I wanted for the trip.
I usually have a copy of Norton
Utilities 'Undelete' program on my
Palmtop: however, I forgot to copy it
to my new 64 Meg prototype. Then I
remembered that those wonderful
HP Palmtop engineers included an
undelete utility in FILER. I pressed

MENU File Undelete and was able
to recover most of my lost files! As Ed
Keefe points out in Quick Tips, you
can also undelete lost directories.
Trying the OmniBook 800D for size

For my trip I decided to purchase
a laptop since there were various
Windows 95 programs I needed to
use. I bought a 233 MHz Toshiba
Satellite with CD and disk drive, active
matrix screen, 4-gigabyte drive, and 32
megabytes of memory. The Toshiba
box was very powerful and practical,
but I just didn't like it! I guess after all
these years enjoying and writing about
HP portables and palmtops, I've been
spoiled. I think HP Palmtop users will
understand this. I didn't have the
child-like excitement of playing with
the Toshiba. There were no surprises-nothing special about the machine.
I returned it. Then I cashed in some
favors from 12 years of writing about
HP mobile computers and requested
an OmniBook 800D for review from
HP's PR agency.
I know I should have requested a
Sojourn, but I felt I was "cheating"
anyway, since I didn't really know if
I would write about it. As it turned
out, the Sojourn's were reserved for a
few of the elite computer publications (The HP OmniBook Sojourn is
an ultra thin -11.69" x 8.58" x .71",
3.2 lb - 233MMX laptop with 64MB
ofRAM,2.1-GB hard drive and 12.1"
SVGA TFT screen). It is pricy at $4999
and is the fruit of a joint effort with
Mitsubishi.
In any case I was happy to get my
OmniBook 800 for the trip. Especially
since I really like it.
Unfortunately, the HP OmniBook
800 5/166, introduced over a year
ago, with its 166Mhz CPU, 16 MB
RAM, 2100MB hard drive, and 10.4
TFT SVGA display is already a bit
out of date. I would assume HP
would come out with an upgrade
soon. The good news is that you can
pick up the OmniBook 800 for about
$2300, and by the time you read this,
probably less.
What I like is that it is truly
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portable. Weighing just 3.9 pounds
and being only 11.12" x 7.27" x 1.57"
means you can easily work on a plane
or throw it in a briefcase (The Sojourn's
screen is larger but that increases its
length and width). The OmniBook 800
uses the HP-designed pop-out mouse
that can be a little awkward, but I like
it better then touch pads. The keyboard is touch-typable.
HP Palmtop users will appreciate
a truly disinguishing quality of the
OmniBook 800: its palmtop-like
instant-on feature. What a pleasure
not having to shut down the machine
wait for it to boot up Windows. Few,
if any, of the competition including
the Sojourn, have this feature.
Anyone who appreciates a compact, useful, well-engineered computing device would probably enjoy
this machine. I like HP's compromises much better than the Toshiba
Libretto or the Hitachi VisionBook
Traveler. I do look forward to seeing
the Sony VAIO, and the new Sharp
machine, but as I mentioned, I am
not fond of touch pads. I hope HP
continues this line of OmniBooks.
Useable Windows CE devices!

OK. I admit it. I've finally met a
Windows CE device that I like. On a
previous trip in the Catskills I had
the opportunity to play with
Windows CE devices. I typed this portion of the article on an NEC MobilePro
750C on a bus winding its way through
the Catskill Mountains towards New
York City. The MobilePro sat on my
lap, Pocket Word open, clearly displaying 16-point bold red type. The
responsive keyboard was just large
enough to touch-type on. Given the
quality of the MobilePro and obvious
attention to detail, I almost thought it
was an HP product. It is amazing what
they packed into this 1.9lb, 9.6 x 5.4 x
1.25 inch handheld Pc.
The MobilePro 750C comes with
16 MB of internal memory, half of it
devoted to file storage and half to
running programs. It comes with the
standard Windows CE 2.0 fare built
into ROM, including Pocket Word,

NEC MobilePro 750C

Pocket Excel, Pocket PowerPoint,
Pocket Outlook. In New York, I used
the MobilePro's internal 33.6 Kbps
modern and Pocket Outlook to get
my email.
The MobilePro 750C also has VGA
and serial ports, and slots for Type II
PC cards and Compact Flash cards.
The card slots mean there's plenty of
room for additional storage space or
I/O cards for Ethernet connection,
parallel port or SCSI port adapters,
and more.
In addition to the typeable keyboard, the MobilePro offers both pen
and voice input options. The
CalliGrapher handwriting recognition software is built into the
MobilePro. It recognizes separate
characters, written on the screen with
a stylus. An upgrade is available to
MobilePro users (and users of other
H/PCs) that recognizes continuous
cursive writing.
You can also record a voice memo
(in .WAV format) with the MobilePro's clamshell case open or closed.
Simply press the record button located above the left hinge. Play the mes- ,
sage back with the built-in voice
recorder application. The feature is
potentially quite useful, especially
when voice recognition technology
can be incorporated. Unfortunately,
the current implementation does drain
the battery and takes about 10K per
second of voice (a little over one-anda-half minutes of recording per MB).
The bad news is that while the microphone is in the front of the keyboard,
the speaker is underneath the unit.
Even with the volume all the way up
I had to have my ear to the speaker.

Casio Cassiopeia E-10 Palm-size PC

Playback was barely audible, at least
to these aging ears on the bus. In a
quiet environment, however, playback sound was acceptable. It's too
bad they didn't include an ear phone
jack for easier transcribing.
The MobilePro uses a Lithium Ion
rechargeable battery. I was disappointed to learn that you can't substitute AA's or some standard off-theshelf battery in an emergency. But the
NEC and other color-screen Windows
CE units would suck regular batteries
dry very quickly. The trick is to buy a
second battery pack and have it
charged for long trips. Still, the
Lithium Ion batteries last 2-3 times
longer than standard laptop batteries.
I also have been playing with a
Windows CE Palm-size PC from
Casio. It's about the same size and
form factor as the 3COM PalmPilot,
and also includes pen and voice input
and standard Windows CE Palm-sized
PC applications (slightly different from
those included with the Handheld
PCs). It's a well-conceived machine
with lots of features. For complete
descriptions of both units see Rich
Hall's review in our sister publication,
Handheld PC Maga zine for Users of
Windows CE. I asked Rich, former editor of The HP Palmtop Paper, what he
thought of the Palm-size PCs. He said
that he was used to a keyboard and
that it was tough getting used to pen
entry. He added that you tend to use
these pen-entry devices differently
from handhelds with keyboards. You
enter as little data as possible via pen
input. Most data entry is done on a
desktop PC and downloaded to the
Palm-size PCs when you synchronize

Software Carousel NEW $79.95
UPGRADE $19.95; All-time best-selling
software for DOS task-switching.
Super Software Carousel - NEW $139.95
UPGRADE $79.95; Software Carousel preconfigured with the very best freeware
and shareware Games, Utilities and
Applications available for your Palmtop!
For Both, Contact: Thaddeus Computing;
800-373-6114 or 515-472-6330; Fax: 515472-1879; Email: orders@thaddeus.com;
Web: www.thaddeus.com
HP OmniBook 800 - HP dealer, $2300
HP OmniBook Sojourn - HP dealer, $5000
NEC MobilePro 750C - $899 Contact:
your local NEC dealer or NEC; Phone:
(USA) 888-8-NEC-NOW. Web:
www.neccsd. com/products/mobilepro
Caslo Cassiopeia E·10 Palm-size PC - $399
Contact your local Casio dealer or Casio,
Inc.; Phone (USA): 888-204-7765 or 973361-5400; Web: www.casio.com

them with the desktop. You use the
Palm-size PCs for accessing appointments and phone numbers, and taking
short notes.
One of the key features for all
Windows CE PC Companions (the
generic term for Handheld and Palmsize PC's) is Windows 95/98 desktop
synchronicity. It is very easy to synchronize email, appointments, phonebooks, to-dos, and Microsoft Office
documents between a desktop or notebook PC and a PC companion. Also, all
PC companions support Internet
browsing with Pocket Internet
Explorer for the Handhelds and
Mobile Channels for the Palm-size Pc.
Am I ready to give up my 64 MB
double-speed 200LX with Super
Software Carousel on it? Not likely! I
may continue to use the NEC MobilePro for travel. Email and word processing are most of what I do on the
road, and it does this very well. This
is a much less expensive alternative to
purchasing a laptop. If I didn't have
free access to the NEC unit, I'd probably be content with my 200LX and
Newton keyboard . •
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200LX: The Talent Amplifier
Electric drills, pneumatic hammers, and giant earth movers are power
tools that amplify our physical efforts. Can we consider the 200LX as a
power tool for our talents and our minds? This Palmtop user answers
with a resounding "Yes!"
By David H. Fisher, Jr.

T

his article is about how one
person has used pocket computers, including the HP
Palmtop, to amplify his own talents as
well the abilities and talents of others.
The article won't teach you how to
use a Palmtop but it may give you a
new way to look at the power tool
you carry in your pocket. Perhaps as
you read it, an idea will jump out and
help you discover a use that will
change your world in a positive way.
An Insurance Sales Amplifier

I received my teaching degree in
Physical Education, coaching and
nutrition, yet, when I graduated from
college, I found work and income in the
life insurance business.
1'd been selling life insurance for
almost seventeen years before I got
my first computer. It was a small pocket computer called the Tandy Radio
Shack PC-I. I gave it to myself as a
belated Christmas present in 1980. The
TRS-80 PC-1 didn't have any built-in
software. However, it did have a form
of the BASIC language. To get it to do
anything useful, I had to teach myself
how to program. Once I had a middling grasp of programming, I could
teach the pocket PC about life in the
insurance business. Within a couple
of months I had developed a program
that would help my clients discover
how much life insurance they needed.

I called the program the "Personal
Financial Plan." My sales volume
increased so rapidly that my company's home office called to congratulate
me. They wanted to know what I was
doing differently that had caused my
sales volume to increase so dramatically. What I was doing was letting
my clients enter the requested information into the pocket computer as
each question appeared on the one
line screen. When they finished, their
total insurance-need appeared as if by
magic. They almost always bought
that amount of life insurance. They
were fascinated with this small pocket computer and how it could figure
out how much life insurance they
needed. Soon my company had me
traveling around the country distributing pocket computers and putting
on instructional seminars for our sales
force. Within months, other life insurance companies heard about what I
was doing with pocket computers and
had me putting on seminars and distributing the computers to their agents.

The pocket computer was amplifying
the unique talents of insurance agents
all over the country, enabling them to
better serve their clients.

Predicting the lIP Palmtop
Before long was I publishing a
Newsletter called "ONLINE" which
was distributed quarterly to all the
people who had purchased the pocket computer and insurance software.
In the newsletter I described many
of the features of the TRS-80 PC-I.
From time to time I predicted what I
thought pocket computers would be
like within the next few years. One
concept I predicted was a compact
style pocket computer which opened
up like my wife's compact. The top
contained the screen and the bottom
was the keyboard. In another "prediction" I described what I called a
briefcase computer which was a larger version of the compact computer.
Both of these computers are now a
reality. The compact computer is the
HP 200LX and the briefcase com put-

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dave is president of Dave Fisher, Jr. Productions, Inc. and FAT STATS and
author of the book FAT STATS: A Guide To Weight Control. He developed the
FAT STATS Personalized Body Profile used by major corporations, branches
of the US military, schools, police and fire departments and individuals
throughout the United States. He and his wife Kathy have been married for
35 years. They have three children and three grandchildren. Dave is a Staff
Member on the CompuServe GOODDIET Forum. His e-mail address is:
102711.3602@compuserve.com and his web site is: www.cjnetworks.com/-fatstats
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er is the notebook/laptop computer.
I also predicted that the compact computer would ultimately turn into a
portable Cpu. When its owner would
get to their office or home they would
close the compact computer and slide
it into a docking station that was
attached to a full-sized keyboard,
monitor and printer. I called this a
computer shell. The world would be
full of these computer shells and people would carry their portable CPU
with them and simply slide it into
the docking station and have a complete pc. Of course, when on the go,
the compact computer would work
just like the 200LX. I still think this
will ultimately be the way people will
use computers. The portable CPU will
have the ability to send and receive
data without being hooked up to a
telephone line. In fact, it will also
serve as a mobile telephone.

Amplifying My Other Talents
I continued to develop programs
for the TRS pocket computers. The
new software grew out of my background in coaching and nutrition.
Before long I had programs that could

keep real-time basketball and volleyball statistics, track physical fitness
testing, prescribe equine colic treatment, and aid in football scouting.
The University of Nebraska football team's coaching staff liked the
football scouting software so much
that they asked me to modify it for
their MS-DOS PCs. I did so and the
software became an important part
of the Nebraska Cornhusker's scouting system. They used the software to
scout the first half of the game by
entering the downs, distances to a
first down, field positions, hash
marks, formations, plays and the
results for each offensive play by the
opponent. At the end of the first half
they would press one key and the
report would immediately be printed
out for the defensive coordinator who
would review it with the team in the
locker room prior to the start of the
second half. The program enabled
them to predict what their opponent
would do in given situations such as
2nd down, with 10 yards to a first
down; on the 50 yard line, on the right
side of the field, if they were in the I
slot-left formation. This program runs

nicely on the 200LX which is much
easier to use than trying to balance a
notebook computer on your lap. In
fact, I much prefer using it on the
200LX because of the numeric keypad, the portability and the long battery life. In addition, when a coach
calls with a question, I can quickly
bring up the program on my 200LX
and answer the question. The palmtop is also an excellent platform to
use for demonstrating the program to
a coach who is a prospective buyer.
The 89th Regional Support
Command (the Army Reserve located in Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and
Iowa) found out about the work I did
with pocket computers and asked me
to develop software for the Army's
physical fitness test on a SHARP
pocket computer. Soon I was in
Wichita, Kansas entering the results
into the pocket computer as the soldiers completed each part of the physical fitness test. Following the testing, each individual's results were
printed out and placed in their file
folder. This was a tremendous time
saver for Army Reserve personnel.
Soon I was modifying and expand-
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HOW TO USE: 200LX - The Talent Amplifier

ing the program I designed for the
Army Reserve into the "FAT STATS
Personalized Body Profile" which I
now use to help people take control of
their weight. Using the program, I
have produced "FAT STATS
Personalized Body Profiles" for thousands of people throughout the
United States and in many other countries. The program uses the DOS
Q&A database program (hard to
find). I travel all over the country
putting on weight management seminars for branches of the military,
police & fire departments, health organizations and corporations. Participants receive a copy of a book I wrote
called "FAT STATS:A Guide to Weight
Control" and a "FAT STATS Personalized Body Profile". To save a lot of
wasted time while traveling, I have
loaded Q&A on my 200LX. I now feed
the data for about 300-500 seminar
participants into the 200LX while in
my motel room, at the airport and in
the airplane. When I arrive home, all
I need to do is import the data into the
office computer and print out the
"Profiles". I used to do this with my
laptop but it was too bulky. In addition
it is easier to enter the data into the
200LX since it has a numeric keypad.

With my handy 200LX, when I return
home, the bulk of my work is already
completed. The 200LX has truly
amplified my productivity.
Recently I started writing monthly weight management columns called
"THINK & Lose Weight". Most places
where I have given my "FAT STATS
Weight Management Course" now
print my monthly columns in their
newsletter. I write the column using
PalEdit. I really like this editor as it
includes a spell checker. I have all of
my column points of contact addresses in acCIS and e-mail them a column
each month. And, whenever I have a
few idle minutes, I pull out my 200LX
and work on the next column.
I now have a weight management
website: www.cjnetworks.com/-fatstats. Soon I plan to purchase
WWW/LX so I can monitor how
many people have visited the site as
well as surf the Internet.
I use the 200LX to keep track all of
my scheduled seminars and appointments. I keep a record of all past seminars and results in the DataBase. I
have all of my contacts in the phone
database. And I track three checking
accounts in Pocket Quicken.
I use the 200LX and acCIS 4.0 to

New! Link-A-Printer II
Smaller size & Attached cable
Link-A-Printer II is a serial to parallel converter
that allows direct printing from your OmniGo
100 to any parallel printer. It also works with the
HP 100/200LX.

$79

Link-A-Printer II has a built-in connectivity cable that plugs into your OmniGo
100 Since it does not require batteries or extra cable Link-A-Printer II is simple
and easy to use.

Also Available Link-A-Printer I
Requires connectivity cable and optional battery Features auto
on/off fixed 9600 baud.
Tel: 704-875-8490
Fax: 704-875-2801
Toll Free: 800-476-4070

$59

Greenwich Instruments LTD
European Distributor
Tel: 011-44-181-302-4931
Fax: 011-44-181-302-4933
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log on to the HPHAND forum where
I continue to learn about the amazing
features and functions of, what I consider, the world's most useful computer. In addition, for three years, I
have been a participant on the CIS
GOODDIET weight management
forum. About a year ago I was
appointed a staff member. I head the
"Use Your Head" Section of the forum.
With the 200LX I participate on the
forum daily regardless of whether I
am at my office, in my home or traveling. The 200LX has amplified my
ability to help people LEARN how to
take control of their weight.
The 200LX helps me remember
birthdays & anniversaries. I enter
them as an appointment and log
information in the note field such as
the year of birth or marriage and a
record of gifts that were exchanged,
etc. For family members I include
when they graduated from high
school and college and other special
occasions. This often results in some
interesting conversations, as people
are amazed at my memory. When the
birthday / event is over I save it after
increasing the year by one. This saves
memory over logging it as a repeated
appointment for several years.
The 200LX also reminds me when
it is time for a flu or tetanus shot. It
helps my wife and I keep up with
our children and friends who live out
of town through e-mail. Because the
200LX plays such an important role in
my life I back it up to my notebook
computer every weekday before I
leave my office. Twice a month I back
it up to my office file server and this
file server is backed up overnight via
a tape backup which is then stored in
a safe deposit box.
The computer world has just
begun to scratch the surface of the
potential of the 200LX. Perhaps you
will come up with the next idea that
will cause everyone to want to own
this wonderful little computer. The
200LX truly is a "Talent Amplifier." .•

USER PROFILE

W TO USE YOUR PALMTOP

Through The Looking Glass:
Logic in the Palm of Your Hand
Ed shows how the logic functions in Lotus 1-2-3 can save your sanity
in a logic course as well as in business.
By Edward M. Keefe

"I

f we extend credit on the
Buskens account, they will feel
obliged to accept our bid on
the next project. Either we could use
a more generous profit margin in
making our next bid, or Buskens will
not feel obliged to accept our bid, or
both. However, it will never happen
that we use a more generous profit
margin and that our financial situation will get worse. Hence, if we
extend credit on the Buskens account,
our financial picture will get better."
How would you respond to this
argument? Decision makers should
never have to face such tortuous reasoning, but all too often they do.
Students of logic, however, who daily
confront this type of reasoning soon
learn that it's not enough to respond
with "That sounds right." They learn '
to prove definitively that such reasoning is either correctly or incorrectly constructed. Truth-table analysis provides a precise procedure for
such proofs.
You may remember seeing a truthtable in a college course in logic, but
did you ever think that those columns
of zeros and ones would find their
way into business and research? The
fields of operations research, digital
circuit design, computer science, and
legal contract writing currently use
truth-tables. While you won't design

a circuit by following this article, you
will provide yourself with an intellectually challenging experience with
one of the more tangential uses for the
Lotus 1-2-3 program built into your
Palmtop.
Truth-tables provide a precise path
through a logical argument by enabling a logician to follow a line of reasoning step by step. However, such
paths are often replete with potential
potholes. To ruin a lengthy analysis,
you need only one mistake. However,
using 1-2-3 to perform truth-table
analysis enables you to detect the
flaws in arguments.
To Be or Not To Be

The truth-table shown in Screen 1
is familiar to logicians and mathematicians. The table shows the logical meaning of and, or, if ... then and not.
Most people are familiar with the
common usage of these words.
However logicians don't tolerate
loose usage because, for them, words
must mean precisely what they say.

To read the truth table, first look
only at the top row. Reading from left
to right, the table says that given any
two simple statements assigned the
variables X and Y, you can create the
following compound statements: X
and Y, X or Y, and If X then Y. You can
also deny a simple statement: Not X.
In the table, the zeros stand for
false, the ones stand for true. The
first two columns show all the possible states of truth or falsity of these
two simple statements. That is, both
can be true, both can be false, or one
can be true and one can be false. The
zeros and ones in the rest of the table
tell whether the various compound
statements composed of these simple statements will be true or false.
Take a simple example. Let X
stand for the statement "Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart composed music."
Let Y stand for the statement 'William
Shakespeare discovered America." I
hope that you all readily agree that
statement X is true and statement Y is
false. Now look down the first two

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ed Keefe is an author and editor of The HP Palmtop Paper and
the book PC In Your Pocket: Information When You Need It.
Ed is also a former college instructor of logic and computer science and a consultant in the computer industry. Ed can be
reached at ed@thaddeus.com
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columns of the truth table. You want
to find the row that displays 1 in the
X column and 0 in the Y column, in
this case, row 3 (See Screen 1).
Consider first the compound statement X and Y. Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart composed music and William
Shakespeare discovered America.
Look in row 3 of the X and Y column
and you'll see that this statement evaluates to 0, or false. The whole statement is false because one of the statements is false.
Now consider the compound
statement X or Y. Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart composed music or William
Shakespeare discovered America.
Looking under the X or Y column,
you see the value 1 in row 3. This
statement is true because one of the
statements is true.
What about the statement Not X:
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart did not
compose music. This statement is
false. if you look in the sixth and seventh columns of the table, you'll see
that if the original statement is true
(1), the opposite of that statement is
false (0), and vice versa.
But what about the case of If X
then Y. If Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
composed music, then William
Shakespeare discovered America.
Why would this be false? According
to the rules of symbolic logic, the
entire statement is false because the
first part of the compound statement
is true, while the second part is false.
Notice that the truth table for two
statements is only four rows deep. If
you let n stand for the number of simple statements in a compound statement, then the number of rows in the
truth table is 2/\n. (i.e., 2 raised to the
n power).
Valid or Invalid?

The opening paragraph of this
article is a good example of a compound statement made up of several
simple statements. Logicians call the
whole paragraph a logical argument.
The task of the logician is to prove
that the argument is correctly constructed. Such a proof establishes the

X

Y

XandY

o
o

o
1

1
1

o

o
o
o

1

1

XorY

o
1
1
1

If X then Y
1
1

X

o

1
1

1

o
o

Not X
1
1

o
o

Screen 1: This truth-table demonstrates the logical meaning of and, or, if ..... then, and not. The zeros
stand for false; the ones stand for true. The first two columns show all the possible states of truth
or falsity of the two simple statements: X, Y. The zeros and ones In the rest of the table tell whether
the various compound statements composed of these simple statements are true or false.

validity or invalidity of the argument.
To prove the validity of this argument, you need look only at its structure; that is, you can throwaway the
words and examine just the framework of the argument. To begin such
an analysis, you pick out all the simple statements in the argument and
assign a letter to each. in this case,
let's use the following:
C = We extend Credit on the
Buskens account.
A = They will feel obliged to
accept our bid.
P = We could use a more generous
profit margin.
F = Our Financial picture will get
better.
Not A = They will not feel obliged
to accept our bid.
Not F = Our financial situation
will get worse.
Now you can rewrite the structure of the opening argument by
using single letters in place of the
statements:
ifC then A
P or notA
Not (P and not F)
Then if C then F
For this structure to be valid, the
first three compound statements must
lead, unerringly, to the last statement.
Furthermore, they must do so
whether each of the simple statements
is true or false. To prepare this argument for truth-table analysis you convert it into the following long compound statement:
If [(if C then A) and (P or not A)
and (not (P and not F»], then (if C
then F).
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What you have done is link the
first
three statements with the word
I
and, and made that lengthy compound statement the first part of an
if. .. then statement. The conclusion
of the argument becomes the second
part of the if. .. then statement. The
conclusion is an if. .. then statement
itself. This conversion to letters will
let 1-2-3 do the work of analyzing the
argument.
Table the Matter

Now let's put the 1-2-3 logical operators #AND#, #OR#, and #NOT#, as
well as the @IF function, to work in
determining the validity of the opening argument. As you may know,
#AND# and #OR# look at two cells in
a worksheet and show either 0 (false)
or 1 (true), depending on the values in
the two cells. The operator #NOT#
looks at only one cell and returns 0 or
1. The @IF function gives you a way to
determine whether an if. .. then compound statement is true or false.
By examining the truth table for "If
X then Y" in Screen I, we can see how
to emulate this relationship using the
Lotus @IF( ) function. The truth table
says in effect "When the value of X is
less than or equal to the value of Y,
then the value in the fifth column is I,
otherwise the value is 0.' This can be
emulated by using the Lotus function @IF(X<=Y,I,O).
To set up the truth-table worksheet as shown in Screen 2, start 1-23 on your Palmtop and set a global
column width of 5: ([Menu]
Worksheet Global Column-Width and
enter 5.) Next, enter the letters shown
in row 1. These letters stand for the
simple statements in the argument.

this week, then you want me to think
that you don't have a guilty conscience. However, if you want me to
think that you don't have a guilty
conscience, then you must, in fact,
have a guilty conscience. Therefore,
you must have a guilty conscience.
Answers: Both arguments are
valid . •

o
1
o
1
o
1
o
1
o
1

o
1

o
1
o
1

Screen 2: Columns A through D constitute a table of all the possible truth values for four statements.
By entering formulas (in columns E through K) that represent the premises In the argument presented in this article, you can determine the argument's validity. In this case, column J contains a
formula representing the conclusion of the argument. Because this formula returns all ones, which
Indicate truth, you know that the whole argument is valid.

Next, in columns A through 0, enter
the zeros and ones, which represent
all the possible combinations of truth
values for these four statements.
You already know how to calculate how many possible combinations
of truth and falsity will exist for the
variables - in this case, namely 21\4
or 16. However, you might wonder
how to determine the proper order of
the zeros and ones for the truth table.
Once you ascertain the total number
of combinations, you have all the
information you need. For column 1
of the truth table, you enter zeros in
the first half of the column and ones
in the second half.
Then in the next column, you
enter zeros next to half of the zeros
that appeared in the previous column, and then ones in the rest. Then
you enter zeros opposite half of the
ones in the previous column, and
ones in the rest. You continue this
process until you've filled the first'
four columns (Screen 2).
Now assign range names by positioning the pointer in cell AI, pressing
[MENU] and selecting Range Name
Labels Down. indicate range ALDI
and press Enter. Then enter the following formulas in the indicated cells:
CELL FORMULA

El
Fl
Gl
HI
11

@IF(C< =A,I,O)
+El#AND#Gl
+P#OR#(#NOT#A)
+Fl#AND#11
#NOT#(P#AND#(#NOT#F»

Jl
Kl

@IF(HI <=Kl,l,O)
@IF(C<=F,I,O)

Select: [MENU]Copy and copy
range ELKI to range E2 .. E17. Now
examine the values in column J. They
should all be ones. This tells you that
whatever the truth values of the individual statements, the end result is
that the structure of the argument is
always true or valid. If anyone of the
values in this critical column is a zero,
the whole argument will be invalid.
That's all it takes, just one zero and it's
close but not good enough.
Test Yourself

Now that you've learned the fundamentals of truth-table logic, it's
time to put your skills to the test.
Here are two arguments for you to
evaluate. Use the techniques presented in this article to determine
whether they are valid or invalid.
1. If you become a programmer,
you will be too busy to take vacations. On the other hand, if you do
not become a programmer, you will
not have enough money to take a
vacation. Therefore, whether you
become a programmer or you don't,
it follows that you will have either
no time or no money for vacations.
Use the following abbreviations
for the statements in this argument:
E = become a programmer
V = too busy to take vacations
M = have no money

More Logic Files
In this month's The HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK, you'll find more
files that will help you review and
practice your logic skills.
1. LOGIC.ZIP is a collection of
text files and a database file that
are the fruits of having survived a
college course in Logic. If you ever
decide to take a course in Logic,
we hope the instructor won't mind
if you bring along your Palmtop.
2. TIM.ZIP contains a program
called TRUTH.EXE and a companion documentation file. It performs
basically the same function as the
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program
with regard to truth table analysis.
It's the work of Michael P. Kelly
and is copyrighted 1989. Its coding
is different but you might like it as
a stand-alone program.
3. LOGICP.ZIP contains the
LOGIC.EXE program which is actually an almost complete course in
categorical and syllogistic logic. It's
not merely a "read-only" program.
You can interact with the program at
spots to test out your growing skills
in this style of Logic. You'll also wear
out the [ON] / and [ON] * buttons
trying to view a color-enhanced program in black and white.
CAUTION: Do not use the
MON08025.COM file in the
Palmtop's D:\BIN directory along
with the LOGIC.EXE file. Using the
two programs together may cause
your Palmtop to lock up and
require you to press [CTRL][Shlft][ON] and answer N to recover.

2. If you don't bring me flowers
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• •• BASIC TIPS •••
Unless otherwise noted, all tips are by
Ed Keefe.

Can Lotus 1·2·3 in the Palmtop
deal with the Year 2000 and
Beyond?
This question keeps coming up on
Compuserve and on various sites on the
Internet. The answer is 'yes': the HP
Palmtop's version of Lotus 1-2-3 can handle this problem.
The functions in 1-2-3 that deal with
dates are @DATE(year,month,day) and
@DATEVALUE(date-string).
If for example you enter @DATEVALUE("14-0CT-2002") in cell A 1 of a spreadsheet and use the [MENU] Range Format
Date 1 command to set the date format
and then use the command [MENU]
Worksheet Column Set Width 12 and
Enter to eliminate the overflow indicators
(*********) you'll see 14-0CT-2002.
To use the @DATEO function, remember that Lotus 1-2-3 counts dates starting
with the year 1900 and goes up to 2099.
Thus to enter my birthday I'd use
@date(38,8,25) which would show up as
"25-Aug-38". To show the date of my 1OOth
birthday I'd use @date(138,8,25) which
would display as 25-Aug-2038.

Then type the command DEL *.* /P
and press Enter. The DEL command will
prompt you for a 'Y' or 'N' response for
each of the files in the directory. Press N
until you come to the undeletable file and
then press Y and the file will be deleted.
To make sure there are no other problems with your disk, use the CHKDSK /F
command. If you get a message that some
damaged files were found, answer Y to the
question about 'fixing' them.

-Roger Law 100045, 1000

When do you need to turn off
your Palmtop?
You don't need to turn your Palmtop off
when you insert or remove either the serial cable or the adapter cord.
You should turn off your palmtop when
inserting or swapping any PCMCIA cards.
Some of these cards draw a brief surge of
power when inserted. This surge can
briefly drop the voltage of the batteries
enough to reboot the palmtop, or even
corrupt the C: drive.
-Steve Carder: 73561, 1006

Undelete BOTH Files and
Directories

Erasing Pesky Files
Occasionally a file may appear on your
Palmtop as a result of some unknown
glitch. The file name may contain some
unprintable characters that prevent it from
being erased by Filer.
To get rid of such files start Filer and
point at the drive and directory that contains the pesky, undeletable file. Then go
to the DOS prompt by pressing [MENU]
Options DOS. Type the command
ATTRIB, at the DOS prompt and press the
Enter key. (Note the comma after the word
ATTRIB. The comma is a shortcut that
saves you from typing -A -H -R -S.) When
you press Enter all the attributes of every
file in the directory will be removed.

I

would in List View in any database. You
can also type-ahead while it's thinking,
when you switch to a directory with masses of files. It took me a couple of years to
realize what I'm sure is obvious to almost
everyone else. I guess I didn't "see" the
obvious because when you speed search
in a database a line pops up with the word
"Locating:" in it followed by the characters you enter. This line doesn't appear in
Filer. You have to type "blind" but the
search still works.

One of the lesser known features of
Filer on the HP Palmtops is that it can
undelete files and/or directories. Undeleting directories goes beyond the normal capabilities of DOS.
On those few occasions when I accidentally deleted a directory on the
Palmtop, the undelete operation worked
flawlessly and recovered both the directory and all the files in it. That feature
alone makes Filer a worthwhile program
in my opinion.

Speed search in Filer
Speed search works in Filer. That
means you don't have to scroll up and
down a list of files to find a file or directory. Simply start typing its name as you
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Delete Files
Here is a little palmtop tip. When you're
using Filer and press F8 to [View] the
contents of a file you can press the DEL
key to delete the file. You don't have to
press the ESC or F8 to close the file first.
To paraphrase: "A keystroke saved is a
keystroke earned .. "
-Toby Lawrence

Spacebar Toggles Completed
ToDo's
You can check off completed ToDo
items by pressing the spacebar. The HP
200LX User's Manual and the Help
Screen in the Palmtop tell you to press the
Minus (-) key to check off completed
ToDo's. Neither source says anything
about the spacebar.
However, the use of the spacebar toggle is documented in the HP 95LX manual (page 17-30). HP must have left the
spacebar toggle in place so people who
upgraded from the 95LX wouldn't have to
unlearn one keystroke and learn another.
-Victor Roberts 70413, 1423, Jeff MaUox et at
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The Palmtop's built-in World lime application is actually a database file and
shares many of the properties of other
database applications such as NoteTaker,
Phone and the general Database. This
means that you can perform the following
operations:
change the sort order

Oovou have aPaImloP vou no Ionger use.:I
Thaddeus Computing (that's us) can always use palmtops. If you want to mail in your
Palmtop equipment and manuals to us, here is what we will pay:
Palmtop in good working order and good shape:'
HP 95lX or HP 1000eX (with manuals): $35
HP 100LX (with manuals): $55
HP 200lX (with manuals): $75
Broken Palmtop:'
Broken 95lX (with manuals): $10
Broken 100lX or HP 1000eX (with manuals): $20
Broken 200lX (with manuals): $25
• Without manuats: subtract $5; HP 100LX or 200LX subtract $10.
We'll adjust the pnce ~ equipment works but has some significant damage.

create subsets
change the columns
With these operations you should be
able to answer the following questions:
Which city is the northernmost:
London, UK, or London, Ontario?
To find the answer, press [MENU] View
Sort and set the first sort field to City and
make sure the Ascending checkbox is
empty. Set the second sort field to Latitude
and press tab to get to the Ascending
checkbox and press the spacebar to put
a check mark in the box. Press Enter and
do a speed-search for London by pressing the letters LON D. Open the record
for London, ON by pressing the Enter key
and see that the Latitude is 42.67. Then
press [F7](Next) to see that the latitude of
London, UK is 51.33.
How do you avoid having Aarhus,
Denmark as the topmost city?
If you set the first sort field to City and
make sure the Ascending checkbox does
not contain a checkmark, you'll get Zurich,
Switzerland as the topmost city in the list.
Of course if that's not satisfactory you can
sort all the cities by any of the fields in a
record. Finally you can keep a custom list
of cities in view and press the [F9] function
key to toggle from a Custom to All lists.
If you want to know where in the world
the clock is the "least" just sort the World
Time database by Hours with a check in
the Ascending box. You'll find that the
answer is Kwajalein Island.
If you want to use speed search on
international Access codes or city prefixes, just use the [MENU] View Arrange
Columns ... and then press the [F4](Edit)
key and choose the item you want for the
first column. Press [F10](Done) when
you've finished modifying the appearance
of the World Time database.
-Jesper Sl7g 100660,3503

We'I/BUY/T._
even if it's broken!

Accessories:
HP Connectivity Pack w/cable disk and manual: HP 100/200LX: $15; HP 95LX: $5.
Uncompressed Flash and SRAM cards: $2.50 per megabyte (e.g., 40 Meg=$100)
Modem cards, cables, software, chargers, other items: We'll look things over, but we
may not be able to offer much. We'll adjust price as appropriate if accessories come
without manuals, or if other items are missing.
Send equipment to: HP Palmtop Used Equipment, Thaddeus Computing, 110 N. Court,
Fairfield, IA 52556. USA. Include a note with your mailing address, phone and fax number. If you need to talk with us, you may call, 515-472-6330. You will receive reimbursement within three weeks after we receive the equipment.
When you send in your palmtop, ifyou mention you saw this box you'll receive a free $35 one-year subscription (or renewal) to Handheld PC Magazine. Offer good through September 30,1998.

Register Arithmetic
The HP Palmtop's Calculator has 10
registers for storing and recalling numbers. You can make the first five registers
appear on the screen in the Arithmetic
sub-application by preSSing [Menu]
Options Calculator Modes and pressing 'E'
(You can also force the calculator to show
the stack by pressing 'T'.) There may also
be "named registers" available when
you're using a Solver equation-more
about these later.
Whether or not the registers are visible
on the screen, they're available for use in
many of the other sub-applications. For
example, in Calc press CTRL+O to start
the Conversion sub-application. Press L
to open the Length Conversion window.
Key in 10 and press F2[mile]. Now, suppose you want to compute the ratio of
feet to US survey feet. Here's the way to
do this with Register Arithmetic.
Press M[Rcl] F4[Foot] N[Sto]3 (see
Reg3=52,800.00 in the calc line). Now
press F10[More] and press M[Rcl] F8[ft
US] (see ft US = 52,799.89). Press
N[Sto]/3 and M[Rcl]3 and see Reg3 =
1.00. Press [MenuJOptions Number Format
9 Enter and M[Rcl]3, again to see Reg3 =
1.00000200. This value will be available for
further computations in register 3 until you
change the contents of the registers or
clear all the registers. Of course, you don't
need to do register divide for this example.
You could simply Rei foot and Rcl ft US and
press the divide key. Either method will get
you the desired result.
Register 0 is a special register. It acts
like the Memory register available on
many inexpensive pocket calculators. In
the Arithmetic application you can use
the F7 key to store a value in RegO. The

F8 key recalls the contents of RegO to
the calc line and F9 and F10 perform
Memory addition and subtraction.
In Solver, and the other sub-applications that assign variable names to the
function keys, you can use N[Sto] (optionally followed by + - • /) and then press a
named function key.
In effect the 10 built-in registers and all
the named variables can act as independent calculators that can perform simple
arithmetic operations.
For old-hands who were weaned on
the likes of the HP 41 C calculator, such
storage arithmetic was a very handy trick.
And, if memory serves me correctly, the
HP 41 C even let you perform storage
arithmetic on the stack registers (something HP Calc won't do). I also recall that
on the 41 C you could use RCL+ and RCL.
I suppose HP decided to omit these features to protect the sanity of its customers.

Detect/Plot Radioactivity
On Your HP 100/200LX
Complete RM 60 System: $149.50
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To order or/or more in/ormlltion call:
(800) 729-5397 - 45 day $ back.

AWARE

Electronics

P.O. Box 4299, Wilmington DE 19807
PhonelFax: (302) 655-3800
E-mail: aware@aw-el.com
Visit us at: http://www.aw-el.com
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••• QUICK TIPS •••
Unless otherwise noted, the tips in this
section are by Ed Keefe.

Monday·Friday Appointment
One of the things that my VCR menu
has that the 200LX does not have is the
Monday thru Friday programming. In order
to set an alarm on the 200LX to repeat
Mon-Fri, you have to set it up as a Custom
alarm with a lot of key pressing.
It's taken me a long time to figure out
that all I had to do was Copy and Paste
a Mon-Fri Custom Alarm that I'd already
set up. Than I just changed the text and
time and specified All Occurrences and
Presto; I had another Custom Mon-Fri
Alarm without all that extra key pressing.
(13 key presses by my count)!
-Mike Mitchell CSi:16152,3110

Lease a car with TVM in hand
You can use the Time Value of Money
application in HPCALC to calculate the
interest rate of a lease. In CALC press
[MENU] Application TVM and enter the following information:
Number of periods: (Number of months
in the lease)
Annual interest rate: -LEAVE BLANKPresent value: (Sales price of car)
Payment (Lease payment)
Future value: (residual value on lease.)
After entering this information, press F7
to calculate the effective interest rate.
Don't let a salesperson fool you. They
often claim that you should take the total
of the down payment plus the total of the
lease payments and the residual and
compare that to a conventional loan.
However, that does not compare financing the total price (since it assumes you
have the cash to pay the big balance at
the end of the lease.)
You can use the TVM to calculate the
total payments on a loan with an early payoff. To do this, make the term of the loan
5 years, for example, and enter the percentage rate and a future value of O. Then

change the number of payments to equal
the loan term and press the future value
key to see the early loan payoff amount.
The method I found to work best is to
calculate everything in advance, then
make your offer based on: "I can put this
amount of money down, and can pay this
amount per month for X number of years."
Then forget about the percentage rates,
price of the car, etc. If the dealer can
match your figures you're set. The details
don't matter anymore.
-David Shier(SS&Sj 14117,2411

Day of Week Routine
Suppose you wanted to get a number
that represented a "day of the week" given
any date. How would you do this in Lotus
1-2-3? How would you show the actual
day of the week based on this number?
Here's one solution by way of an example. Start with an empty spreadsheet and
in
cell
A1
put
the
function
@DATE(98,7,19) and use [Menu] Range
Format Date 1 and [Menu] Worksheet
Column Set-width 12 to make the contents
of the cell appear as 19-Jul-98.
July 19, 1998, occurs on a Sunday
which for many people is the first day of
the week: for others it's the last day of the
week. If you want the day of the week
number to be 1, put the function
@MOD(A1-1,7)-1 in cell B1. You should
see 1 appear in the cell when you press
Enter. The @MODO function returns the
remainder when it divides the Lotus datevalue by 7. Since the remainder can be
any number between 0 and 6, we simply
subtract one from the date-value and add
1 to the answer to get a number between
1 and 7.
If you prefer to have Sunday as the
7th day of the week and Monday as the
first day, then put the formula @MOD(A12,7)+1 in any cell (e.g ., cell D1). You
should see 7 when you press Enter.
If you want to show the name of the day
in a given cell, use the formula
@CHOOSE(@mod(@date(yy,mm,dd)1,7)+1 ,"NULL","SUN","MON","TUE","WE
D","THU","FRI","SAT") or the formula
@CHOOSE(@mod(@date(yy,mm,dd)2,7)+ 1,"NULL","MON","TUE","WED","THU
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","FRI","SAT","SUN"). Use the first formula if you prefer Sunday as the first day
of the week. Use the latter formula if you
want Sunday as the seventh day of the
week.
If you're not interested in the day-of-theweek number, you can shorten the formulas above to @CHOOSE(@MOD
(@DATE(98,7,19),7),"SAT","SUN","MON",
"TUE","WED","THU","FRI") which will simply give you the day of the week.
By way of explanation, the
@CHOOSEO function takes two arguments: an offset value then a comma followed by a list of values or strings. The values or strings are also separated by commas. The first item in the list always has
the offset value of 0, the second item has
the offset value of 1, etc. The function
returns the value of the string at the given
offset position.

Finding Elapsed time
Finding the time between the start and
end of an event is a piece of cake in Lotus
1-2-3. Just construct the following spreadsheet and push a couple of buttons to
get answers to 1-second accuracy.
Starting with a blank spreadsheet, put
the following macro in cell C1.
'@NOW-/RV-- and then use the command [Menu]Range Name Create \T and
indicate cell C1 as the range to be named.
In cell A2 type 'Start
in cell A3 type 'End
in cell A4 type 'Diff
Use the command [Menu] Range
Name Label Right A2 .. A4 to give names
to the cells B2, B3 and B4. In cell B4
enter the formula +END-START. Format
the cells B2 .. B4 with the command
[Menu]Range Format Date Time 3 and
press Enter.
To use the spreadsheet put the cell
cursor in cell B2 and press ALT+T to register the starting time of an event. Later,
put the cursor in cell B3 and press ALT+T
to register the end time of the event. The
difference will appear in cell B4. Note that
the macro uses the trick of "Range Value
Copying" to lock in the value of the
@NOW function . Without this, the values
in cells B2 and B3 would change whenever any other cell was modified.
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Documenting an Equation in
Solver
In the last issue of The HP Palmtop
Paper, we presented a Solver Equation
that works with complex numbers (pairs
of numbers in which one number is in the
real domain and the other is in the imaginary domain).
If you're like me, you probably tuck
such equations away in an archive where
they tend to collect electronic dust until you
find a good use for them. The problem is
that by the time you need such an equation you've forgotten how to use it.
To provide yourself with some instructions, you could imbed comments in the
body of the equation: just enter text
enclosed by exclamation marks.
A better way to add instructions is to
use the Name field of the Solve Catalog
screen. The Name field most often contains the name you give to an equation.
The rest of the line in the Catalog screen
usually displays the first line of the equation itself.
Since the name field can contain up to
60 characters or so, you can use severallines in the Catalog screen to give yourself some instant help when you load the
e~uation file in Solver. The screen dump
pictured here shows how this looks for the
Complex equation file.
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LXCIC
LXCIC is a modem card enabler and
thus a CIC1 00 alternative on the Palmtop.
It can be run resident or nonresident. If
resident, it occupies only 800 bytes.
If your modem card is capable, it wil~
allow you to power up/down the modem.
You can also disable the socket, reset
the PC card, change the interrupt type,
save the card's information to disk or get
a status display.
LXCIC could be a very useful program
for Software Carousel users. There are
known problems when the built in CIC1 00
program is used in conjunction with
Software Carousel. LXCIC can be run as
either a resident or nonresident program.
This means that it could be loaded in one
SC session and not in others. The program has not been tested on all possible
PC card modems. It's definitely worth a try
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to see if it works with your brand of
modem. The price is definitely right!
LXCIC • is copyrighted freeware by
Stephan Peichl.
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you have several groups of sessions and
still not exhaust all the memory on your
fast C: drive.

A 32 bit checksum program

Software Carousel
Save those *.BAK files created by the
Software Carousel program. They could
be useful for letting you have more than
one configuration (setup) for Carousel.
Some users like to have 6 or more
~oftware Carousel sessions. I prefer keepIng the number of sessions at 3 because
it keeps the swap file at under 2 Mbytes and
the time to boot up the machine is faster.
However, there are times when I wish that
I had up to six sessions; for example, when
I'm working on a program using Borland's
C++ or LXBatch. The extra sessions would
let me edit and compile programs in one
session, test them in another session and
debug them in yet another session. If the
program crashes I can kill that session
and return to the programming session
and examine the code without having to
reboot the whole machine.
I used the SCCONFIG program to set
up one group of three sessions along with
the three startup batch files for typical
use of my Palmtop. Once everything was
working properly, I saved the batch files
~nd. CAROUSEL.OPT (the SC "options")
file In a separate directory. Then I created an entirely new group of three SC sessions and three new batch files for doing
programming on the Palmtop.
To switch from one group to another, I
use a batch file to move the current
CAROUSEL.OPT file and startup batch
files out of the way and move the original
CAROUSEL.OPT and startup files into
the SC directory. Then I reboot the
Palmtop to reinitialize SC.
If you're using Software Carousel on a
2MB palmtop, this technique might let

A few Palmtops that have been
upgraded to double speed and 8 or 32
Mbytes of memory experience rare glitches. Occasionally a program will have
selected bits that get switched off or on in
the wrong places. This can make a program inoperable and even cause the
Palmtop to crash or lock up. About the only
recourse is to restore the errant file from
a good backup. Since the DOS Chkdsk
command can't catch such an error there
has been no way to tell if a file has gone
bad until now.
Andreas Garzotto wrote the FCHECK
program to let him detect whether a file
had become corrupted before any other
disaster might strike. The FCHECK program assumes that all of the files on the
C: drive are intact when it's first run. It
computes a log of all the files along with
a checksum value. When the program is
run again, the new checksum is compared with the original checksum. The
results of any discrepancies are displayed
on the screen and also placed in a log file
where they may be examined later.
If you're experiencing problems with
programs or suffering from an unusual
number of corrupt databases or spreadsheets, FCHECK may help you determine if your machine is suffering from
this rare glitch. Hopefully you'll never have
to use this program, but it's good to know
it's available as a software detection tool.
FCHECK.ZIP . by Andreas Garzotto,
73064,1657
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How To Contact Us
Please note: The HP Palmtop Paper does not
and cannot provide technical support.
There are a number of ways to get in touch
with The HP Palmtop Paper staff. You can write,
mail us a disk with your comments, send
Internet e-mail, fax, or call. Our mailing
address and contact information is:

Thaddeus Computing
110 N. Court
Fairfield, IA 52556 USA
Phone: 515-472-6330
or 800-373-6114
Fax: 515-472-1879
Internet: letters@thaddeus.com

Products Advertised in This Issue of

The HP Palmtop Paper
COMPANY

HP Technical Support - HP offers technical
support from 8 am - 5pm P.S.T. Phone: 970392-1001.

COMPUSERVE: GO HPHAND FORUM
- Call 800-848-8990 or 614-457-8650.

o

AMERICA ON LINE: Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 888-265-8001
for membership information.

o

INTERNET NEWS GROUPS:
news:comp.sys.palmtops.hp
news:comp.sys.handhelds
news:alt.comp.sys.palmtops.hp

o

HPLX-L mailing list: To subscribe, send
an email to: LISTSERV@UCONNVM.
UCONN.EDU In the message body, put:
SUBSCRIBE HPLX-L or www.sp.uconn.
edu / - mchem1 / HPLX.shtmi

How to Submit an Article
The richness of The HP Palmtop Paper comes
from the contributions of Palmtop PC users.
We and your fellow users welcome your submissions. (1Ne do not offer payment for articles,
your reward is knowing that you've helped
others.)
If you have a good idea and want to "go for
it," send it in via CompuServe e-mail
[75300,2443), Internet: hal_goldstein@thaddeus.com, or send disk or hard copy to Hal
Goldstein at the above address. Alternatively,
you can send an outline of your idea. We will
try to guide you as to when and whether we
would use the article and contact you if we
need clarification or have any suggestions please include your phone number. We may
want to use an article but for a variety of reasons you may not see it for many months.
Please understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article at any particular time.
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Floppy Drives for 100/200LXlDouble Slot . ... 510-668-4900; Fax:510-668-4905 ........ 7
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Technical Support

PRODUCT

PRODUCT

FUNCTION

BATLOG22.ZIP
BESTCLK.ZIP
CGAHLP.ZIP
CHARGING.ZIP
COMPLEX. EON
CONVRTLX.ZIP
DOCHTM11.ZIP
DOSEDIT9.ZIP
DOSVER21.ZIP
DOWWK1
DOX110D.ZIP
FCHECK.ZIP
FILMS100.ZIP
FTP07.ZIP
GP2R4.ZIP
ICNVU.ZIP
LOGIC.ZIP
LOGICP.ZIP
LOGICTLG.WK1
LXCIC.ZIP
LXGPS14.ZIP
MAKEHTM.ZIP
MPGT10.ZIP
PTP41.ZIP
PTPDSK41.ZIP
README.ZIP
STS9201.ZIP
SYNCDR16.ZIP
TIMEDIFF.WK1
TlMELOGR.ZIP
TIDEMO.ZIP
TIM.ZIP

DOS:Tracks battery I~e
DOS: Tell time with an Analog Clock
Utility: Change colored text to BW
Util~ies: charge batteries in Palmtop
Calc: Add help screen to equations
DOS: Conversion Program Rivals HP Calc Convert
DOS: Convert Memo Files to Web files
DOS: MS-DOS EDIT program without Basic
Util~: Same & Better than Selver
1-2-3: Day of week spreadsheet
DOS: Convert between Text/RTFIHTML files
DOS: Checks for file corruption
Database: Top 100 films database
FTP Program for use w~h WWWILX
Goin' Postal Email
Yet another Icon viewer
Files from a Logic Course
DOS: Tutorial on Logic
1-2-3: Truth table spreadsheet
Updated version of CIC100 altemative program
Program to make maps for GPS on Palmtop
DOS: Create Web documents quickly
DOS: Miles Per Gallon program
Text: The HP Palmtop Paper SepVOct issue
Database:PTP ON DISK Index in GOB format
Text: This file
DOS: Watch the orbits of space satell~es
DOS: Updates two directories
1-2-3: Spreadsheet to calculate time differences
1-2-3:Logs duration and cost of time in Lotus 1-2-3
DOS:Demo version of TimeTrackerlLX
DOS: Truth Table Analyzer

AVAILABLE AT
0,1
D,A
A
0,1
0
0,1
0,3
0,3
0,3
0
0,1
1
D,A
2
0,3
0,1
A,D
0,3
0
1
0,3
0,1
1
0,3
0,3
0,3
0,3
0,3
0
A,D
0,2
0,3

TYPE
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Shareware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Shareware
Freeware
Freeware
Shareware
Freeware
Freeware
Shareware
Freeware
Freeware
NA
NA
NA
Shareware
Freeware
Freeware
Freeware
Commercial
Freeware

On the Web: 1=www.palmtop.neVsupemew.html; 2=www.dasoft.com; 3= www.thaddeus.com
On CompuServe: A=HPHAND Library 11; B=HPHAND Library 9
On PTP ON DISK: D=ON DISK

TO ORDER The CD InfoBase or HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK, see page 8

If you can, especially if you write a Palmtop

Profile, send us a photo of yourself.
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4
4
NA
4
NA
4
4
4
4
NA
4
31
4
2
12
4
27
27
27
27
7
4
4
NA
NA
NA
7
3
16
16
16
27
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Paper's '98 CD InfoBase
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3 Great Optionsl
BRAND NEW
Get the Best of the Besll
• A Brand New HP 200LX
• Upgraded to 6, 8, 32 or 64 MB
• Upgraded to DoubleSpeed
• In-the-Box with Manuals
• Free One-Year Warranty (extendable)
• Only 5689.00 (6 MB) (#2006)
5745.00 (8 MB) (#200N)
5999.95 (32 MB) (#2032)
51299.00 (64 MB) (#2064 )

Reduced
Pricing

IMlgunlls
and upgrades

Warrantied. Guaranteed. Proven. Anordablel

Used 64l1el
or NEW 3211el
Palmtop

$999.951

UPGRADE YOUR HP 20011
• Upgrade to 5, 8, 32 or 64 MB
• Upgrade to DoubleSpeed
• Free 90-Day Warranty (extendable )
• Prices f rom S189 to ' 799!

"Ooooh, I like this! More palmtops to follow."
-Satisfied upgrade customer

"It works great!" -Steve Carder

"WOW, is that thing fast! And all that memory! I highly recommend the
Palmtops for anyone thinking of
upgrading." -Robert J. vnn,n ..",

IIUd lIeans Uke Newl

USED
• A Refurbished HP 200LX
• Upgraded to 5, 8, 32 or 64 MB
• Upgraded to DoubleSpeed
• Free 90-Day Warranty (extendable)
• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• O nly 5459.00 (5 MB) (#20U5)
5545.00 (8 MB) (#2008)
5785.95 (32 MB) (#20LN)
5999.95 (64 MB) (#20U6)

Here's whattherre saVing about Fast Memorv Upgradesl

We buy a lot of palmtops. We resell the best. We maintain very high standards for
palmtops we resell. Those that don't make the grade are used for parts. HP engineering
combined with Thaddeus Computing's quality control processes ensures that your Used
palmtop will meet or exceed your expectations!

Upgrade> vour HP 200LX Palmtop
8MB
FROM
To - I 5 or6 MB" I
1, 2 or4 MB

I ' 189.00 #UP5 I 249.00 #UP8

5 or6 MB

N/A

199.00

8MB

N/A

N/A

#U86

32MB

64MB

499.95

#UP3 2

799.00

#UP64

449.95

#U3 26

749.00

#U646

374.95

#U328

674.00

#U648

549.00 #U643
32MB
N/A
N/A
I N/A
Upgrade any HP IO01200LX to DoubleSpeed only: $75.00 #UPCD
' All memory upgrades normally include DoubleSpeed. You may also upgrade your I MB 200LX to 2 MB:
$89.00 with DoubleSpeed # UI2D, or $49.00 without DoubleSpeed #UI2.

** 2 Meg units with seriaillumbers greater than or equal to SG6 will upgrade to 6 Meg.
Upgrading speed and/or memory voids HP' s warranty. Thaddeus
Computing provides a free 90·Day Warranty on all Used and Upgraded
Palmtops, and a Free One-Year Warranty on New Palmtops. You have the option of extending these
Warranties as follows:
90-Day Warranty extended to One-Year
'25,00 #1 YRW
Alternate Upgrade Conlaet in Europe
E·Mall Rundel Datentechnik
90-Day Warranty extended to Two-Years '75,00 #2YRW
at info@rundel-d_carn
One-Year Warranty extended to Two-Years '50_00 #IX2W

WARRANTY

Mail/Fax Enclosed Order Form on Page 8 or: Call 800-373-6114/515-472-6330 Fax: 515-472-1879

